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1. Introduction 

1.1. Abstract 

1.1.1. Background 
Extreme flood events were frequently hitting the Carpathian-Basin during the last decade. 
Most damages and property loss related to natural disasters were caused by rivers bursting 
banks in Hungary. According to the national report of natural disasters in Hungary for 
national disaster reduction (1994) one third of the cultivated area and 50% of the population is 
settled in flood plains. Long term climate change predictions forecast that extreme 
meteorological and hydrological events might increase their magnitude and frequency in the 
future. Hungary is likely to suffer a higher probability of catastrophic flooding due to its low-
land downstream hydrological characteristics thus flood control plays a significant role 
among security issues. Therefore developing a sustainable mitigation strategy is a key 
element in assuring the success of civil emergency preparedness and response furthermore to 
reduce the expenses of damages. Besides structural mitigation strategies like building 
embankments the analysis of the inundation phenomenon, the understanding the danger of 
hazard and its consequences are essential. 
Another major problem besides analyse the behaviour of inundations in a pre-disaster 
situation is to detect and map flood events while they strike. In developed countries this is 
performed by the national hydrological authority however in many third world countries no 
gauging stations exist or their data is not collected on a daily basis. Moreover even if on-site 
measurements exist there is a major lack in collecting and redistributing data on international 
or intercontinental scale. River discharge data is obtained by the Global Runoff Data Centre 
(GRDC) in the framework of international cooperation however near-real time, near global 
coverage is not reached. Remote sensing satellite imagery can respond to this information 
lack by filling the gap with daily, global observations. Besides gathering information about 
the location of the disaster on a daily basis to provide a unique global overview of the on-
going flood events, the extent of the inundation can also be mapped from satellite images. 

1.1.2. Aims 
The expansion and every day use of personal computers generate a rapid advance in hardware 
and a measureless progress of software tools. The latest developments in information 
technology were significantly improving the possibilities and reducing the limits of 
Geographical Information Systems (GIS) and remote sensing. Today, GIS do not only enable 
the visualisation of spatial inquiry results but they do take an active part in environmental 
modelling too. The use of remotely sensed satellite imagery to obtain geographic information 
in a large-scale has come to a breakthrough at the turn of the century when the first high-
resolution non-military sensors were launched. Lately, Google Earth tool makes it possible to 
access satellite imagery of the whole Globe through the Internet moreover less than one 
meter, high-resolution imagery of several sensors are available in a public use.  
For this reason the main aim of the thesis was to apply spatial data for disaster management 
(Figure 1.1-1). One main objective was to introduce and analyse application of the latest 
technology of GIS and remote sensing for flow calculations. Furthermore to perform a 
detailed investigation of the possibilities to automate elevation extraction from remote sensing 
data for water surface profile calculations. As well as to analyse the impact of spatial data 
accuracy on flow calculations based on investigations in two study areas. The other main aim 
was to fill the lack of hydrological observations by the remote detection of flood events on a 
global scale. The latter was supposed to become an operational on-line observation system. 
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1.1.3. Methods 
The main essential spatial data need of water surface profile simulations is elevation 
information of the terrain. For this reason in a first step possible remote sensing sources were 
investigated and data was collected. Data reaching from stereo photogrammetry to laser 
althymetry and radar interferometry were obtained for the two urban study area of Budapest, 
Hungary and Cambridge, UK. Since no extensive laser althymetry survey was done yet in 
Hungary this elevation source could only be analysed in the town of Cambridge.  
Elevation sources were compared to each other and their accuracy and performance was 
investigated to support one-dimensional steady state flow calculations. Detailed investigation 
was run to automate terrain generation from stereo aerial images, which is the most labour 
intense work procedure of photogrammetric processing and to reduce manual interaction in 
the orientation procedure. Parameters controlling the elevation extraction procedure by image 
matching were analysed of their influence on the resulting elevation data accuracy and 
resolution. To support steady state flow calculations in urban areas elevation data from 
different sources were merged to a single surface model including bathymetry information. 
Typical urban structures were additionally included in the terrain model by linear breaklines. 
To investigate the influence of remotely sensed terrain information accuracy and resolution on 
flow calculations the one-dimensional hydraulic engineering software, HEC-RAS was used. 
Geometry data of the river channel was edited and pre-processed with GIS methods. For the 
city of Cambridge cross sectional survey had to be converted to spatial data. To complete 
flow model calibration field survey was performed during and after the great flood event in 
summer 2006 along the Danube in Budapest.  
Steady state simulations were performed using the calibrated and validated models to 
investigate the significance of spatial data accuracy. Simulations were run several times with 
different hydraulic and geometric conditions to assess the influence. 
Besides flow calculations the substitution of on-site gauging measurements was the second 
main objective of the thesis. Satellite imagery was responding to the need of daily global 
observations to obtain information about on-going flood events and their magnitude. To 
reduce the effect of cloud cover influence microwave sensor was selected.  The time series of 
the daily observations were forming the basis of the flood detection. Surface emission 
changes in time were accounting for possible inundations along selected river sites.  
The statistical analysis of several years data revealed individual flood events in time and 
space. Flood maps derived from optical imagery and media information was helping to 
validate flood events of the historical data. Moreover live satellite data was obtained in near-
real time and processed for daily basis. Results were disseminated and put public via Internet 
were both global overview of the current flood situation and the observed time series of each 
river sites were published. 
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Figure 1.1-1.: Diagram of background, aims, methods and results of the thesis 

1.1.4. Expected result 
Understanding the behaviour of natural hazards may help to reduce property damage and safe 
human lives by being prepared for possible scenarios. Supporting analysis by the latest 
technology the expected outcomes were to asses the impact of spatial data accuracy on flow 
calculation. Furthermore setting up techniques to detect flood events on a global scale to 
substitute missing on-site gauging measurements may help to reduce uncertainty in active 
disaster response.  
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1.2. Disaster management and risk modelling 
Natural disaster can be defined as some rapid, instantaneous or profound impact of the 
natural environment upon the socio-economic system. (Alexander,1993) 
Hazard is a natural or man-made threat to people, property and the environment in a 
predisaster situation. Vulnerability is the susceptibility to human injury or property damage 
from a hazard. Risk is viewed as the probability that a hazard will occur during a particular 
time period and is a combination of hazard and vulnerability. (Godschalk, 1991) (Figure 
1.2-1)  

 RISK = elements at risk (HAZARD * VULNERABLILITY)  
Figure 1.2-1.: Sequence of risk, hazard and vulnerability (UNDRO, 1982) 

 
These four fundamental concepts can be linked as hazard is a predisaster situation, in which 
some risk of disaster exists, principally because human population has placed itself in a 
situation of vulnerability. (Alexander,1993) With other words a hazard becomes risk only 
when vulnerability is present. As an example, a flood is a natural hazard, flood risk is defined 
in terms of the hundred-year flood, people and buildings located within the hundred-year 
flood zone are vulnerable and flood disaster is an event that injures a number of people or 
cause significant damage to property. (Cova,1999)  
The occurrence of extreme natural events can not be avoided, nevertheless efficient disaster 
management may avoid numerous injuries, deaths or damages.  
Disaster management is a collective term encompassing all measures in preventing and 
responding to disasters from pre- to post disaster activities. (Plate, 2001)  
Socio-economic effects of flood disasters can be summarised according to three categories. 
The first negative impact is the consequence for human health including death, physical injury 
and disease transmission among disaster victims. The lack of hygiene, sanitation, health care 
and clean water in a catastrophe often leads to low resistance to disease of the surviving 
victims. Secondly settlements include property, housing, buildings and infrastructure get 
damaged in a flooding. The third consequence is for agriculture and food production 
including loss of crops and food stocks damage to farmed land, death or dispersion of 
livestock. (Alexander, 1993) 
Although flood disasters can not be eliminated, however the severity of its negative 
consequences and losses can be reduced by implementing appropriate mitigation strategies. 
Adjustment to floods can be broadly classified into structural and non-structural ones, 
according to whether they include engineering or administrative measures. The first is related 
to technical operations to prevent or modify the physical process of a flood event. Structural 
strategies include the reduction of the amount of water by building large reservoirs. The most 
popular structural approach to flood mitigation is the construction of embankments to prevent 
floodwaters from inundating areas outside the banks along the river. (Smith, 1998) 
Non-structural approaches involve adjustment of human activity to accommodate the flood 
hazard. On a timescale this begins with the recognition of the flood hazard, assessment and 
modelling of the flood risk to highlight flood-prone areas. In a next step flood forecasting and 
warning system should be designed and established, since it has a strong influence on the 
effectiveness of emergency operations. Individual decision in flood disaster mitigation actions 
are of great importance, hence success is vitally dependent on the understanding and 
cooperation of the people at risk. (Alexander, 1993)  
Disasters are extreme events where many critical problems come up, that are inherently 
spatial. Whether an analyst is assessing the potential impact of a hazard, or an emergency 
manager is identifying the best route during a relief action, or a civil engineer is developing 
plans for rebuilding operation following the catastrophe, all of these stakeholders face tasks 
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with a strong spatial components. Thus geographic space is a key framework in supporting 
any phases of disaster management. Geographic Information Systems (GIS) is designed to 
support geographical inquiry and spatial decision making (Kugler, 2002 [8], Kugler, 2004 [6], 
Kugler, 2004 [10], Ládai & Kugler, 2004 [11], Kugler, 2005 [13], Kugler, 2005 [14]).  
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) may play a significant contribution in the information 
need with strong spatial component of disaster management. As discussed above risk can be 
viewed as a function of the elements at risk, the threatening hazard and the vulnerability to 
that particular hazard. From a GIS perspective the vulnerability element (e.g. population, 
properties, and infrastructure) and the hazard, can be regarded as a spatial data layer and they 
can be combined through spatial modelling procedures to arrive at an effective estimation of 
risk. (Figure 1.2-2) 

Vulnerability 
Model

population
properties

infrastructure

Socio-economic factors 

Vulnerability map 

Hazard 
Model

hydrology
geology

topography

Physical  factors 

Hazard map 

Risk 
Model

Risk map 

 
Figure 1.2-2.: One approach of the use of GIS in mitigation phrase of disaster management (Source: Cova, 

1999) 
A primary concern before a potential disaster strikes is to mitigate the impact of the hazard. In 
this step GIS are playing a vast role in risk assessment and the development of long-term 
mitigation strategy. These strategies on the one hand are related to the reduction the physical 
force of the hazard or on the other hand to the decreasing of vulnerability to that particular 
hazard. (Cova, 1999) A large number of operational applications exist to support mitigation 
strategies with risk management like mapping landslide (Barredo, 2000) are flooding hazard 
(Fulcher, 1995) or modelling disaster events like wild fire spreading (Vascobcelos, 1992) or 
simulating lava flows of volcano eruption (Barca, 1994). 
The space-borne tools of satellite remote sensing may also respond to the major near-real time 
information need by exploring the impact of the flood catastrophe. Few Earth Observation 
systems contribute towards (e.g. MODIS, IKONOS, TerraSARX) disasters management 
issues in order to play today a significant contribution in fulfilling its geographic information 
need. Satellite technology together with geographical data may form a sufficient basis for 
spatial investigations in disaster management and damage assessment (Kugler, 2005 [18], 
Kugler 2005 [20]). 
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2. Digital Terrain Data Processing 
The basic data requirement to perform flow calculations in open channel is the 

topography of the floodplain where water can inundate. For this reason a detailed 
investigation was run to obtain possible sources for digital elevation data for two selected 
urban study areas. Different sources of elevation data was compared in the high urban built-
up area of Budapest, Hungary to the second study area set in the town of Cambridge. 

2.1. Stereo photogrammetry for digital surface modelling 
Stereo photogrammetry was investigated as a primary source for elevation information in the 
study area of Budapest. In order to understand and discuss the possibilities of automation in 
aerial image processing the fundamentals of photogrammetry and the latest methods of digital 
photogrammetry are described first.  

2.1.1. Fundamentals of photogrammetry 
Photogrammetry is a science and technology to obtain spatial measurements and determine 
geometrically reliable shape of objects from photographs (Kraus, 1993). It can be divided into 
main the fields of close range photogrammetry, aerial photogrammetry and lately satellite 
photogrammetry. The thesis only deals with the second.  
Aerial photography is an essential source of information for many disciplines, most 
commonly used to produce topographic maps. Besides many other outputs, photogrammetric 
processing generates elevation models obtaining terrain elevation and heights of objects on 
the earth’s surface. 
Its main task lies in the reconstruction of three dimensional (3D) objects from their two 
dimensional (2D), plane photographs. This reconstruction of the third dimension requires 
overlapping aerial photographs in order to obtain stereo image pairs over the same area. On 
these stereoscopic pairs the change in the relative position of an object with elevation 
difference (relief displacement) will cause a parallax effect on the image that enables the 
calculation of 3D coordinates (Bernhardsen, 2002). 
The procedure to derive 3D elevation models and to obtain orthophotographs by transferring 
aerial photographs from their original perspective projection to orthographic projection 
similar with maps can be achieved in different ways. Either by using traditional optical-
mechanical instruments processing hardcopy images that refer to the analogue generation of 
photogrammetry, or with the introduction and use of computer technology in 
photogrammetric operations that refer to the analytical and digital age of photogrammetry.  
Digital photogrammetry deals with digital softcopy images rather then analogue hardcopy 
photographs. Not only the post-processing procedures but already the image acquisition can 
be achieved by electronic, digital cameras. The latter is not essential to processes images with 
digital photogrammetric methods since film-based camera photographs can also be scanned to 
digital images (Lillesand, 2000). 
However since both processing approaches follow the same geometric principles forming the 
basics of the processing chain. To obtain the shape of an object or the surface in three-
dimensions the geometric laws by which the image was formed have to be reconstructed. The 
basic principle of the geometrical arrangement relies on the collinearity condition (Figure 
2.1-1). This defines the assumption that the perspective centre, any point in the object or 
ground coordinate system and its corresponding photographic image point lies in the same 
strait line (Lillesand, 2000). The equation (2-1) expressing this condition describes the 
relation between the image coordinates, the object or ground coordinates, the position of the 
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perspective centre at the time of exposure and the angular rotation of the photograph (Kraus, 
1993): 

11 0 21 0 31 0
0

13 0 23 0 33 0

12 0 22 0 32 0
0

13 0 23 0 33 0

( ) ( ) (
( ) ( ) (
( ) ( ) (
( ) ( ) (
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η η

− + − + −
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− + − + −
− + − + −
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− + − + −

)
)
)
)

 

(2-1) 
 
 
 

 
Where: ξ ,η = image coordinates of point P’ 
  ξ0 ,η0 = image coordinates of the principle point (PP) 
  c =  focal length  

 r 11, …, r33 = coefficients of the rotation matrix defined by ω, φ, κ angular rotations of     
the photograph or image plane (2-2) 

  X,Y,Z = object or ground coordinates of point P 
  X0,Y0,Z0 = ground coordinates of the perspective centre O (camera position) 
 

 
Figure 2.1-1.:Collinearity condition relating the image and object or ground coordinates (Kraus, 1993) 
 
The elements of the three dimensional spatial rotation matrix defined by the sequential 
rotations order of ω, φ, κ along the three axes are the following (2-2): 

cos cos cos sin sin
cos sin sin sin cos cos cos sin sin sin sin cos
sin sin cos sin cos sin cos cos sin sin cos cos

Rω ϕ κ

ϕ κ ϕ κ ϕ
ω κ ω ϕ κ ω κ ω ϕ κ ω ϕ
ω κ ω ϕ κ ω κ ω ϕ κ ω ϕ

, ,

−⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟= + − −⎜ ⎟
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(2-2) 
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The transformation defined by the equation requires the calculation of the given independent 
parameters (orientation elements). The three parameters of ξ0 , η0 (image coordinates of the 
principle point)  and c (focal length) are the elements of the internal orientation. It defines the 
projection centre relative to the image plane. The distance of the image plane from the 
perspective centre is given by the focal length c. The coordinates in the image plane are 
defined by ξ , η with its origin near to the principle point (Kraus, 1993). These parameters are 
determined during the procedure of camera calibration usually performed by the distributor 
companies of the metric camera. Using analogue photogrammetrical methods the internal 
orientation can be mechanically executed by orienting the hardcopy aerial images in the 
stereoplotters using the fiducial marks. Using digital and analytical photogrammetrical 
methods this step is done by calculation.  
Digital images consist of two dimensional matrix of picture elements called pixels. These 
pixels can define a pixel coordinate system by numbering each row and column element 
sequentially in the matrix of the picture (Schenk, 1999). From the camera calibration report 
the location of the fiducial points are known in the image coordinate system, the metric 
coordinate system of the camera. Using as an example a simple affine transformation we can 
convert pixel coordinates of the digital photograph to image coordinates of the metric camera.  
Nevertheless the internal orientation calculation has to be extended and corrected with the 
distortion parameters related to the lens in the camera causing the radial optical distortion. 
The distortion is measured during the laboratory calibration together the other internal 
orientation parameters and can be added to the calculation in digital photogrammetry with its 
origin of the principle point of symmetry (PPS) (Kraus, 1993). Summarising the internal 
orientation defines the relation inside the camera how the image plane is related to the 
perspective centre.  
Before being able to relate 2D image points of the aerial photograph with 3D ground points in 
the ground coordinate system by the equation (2-1) further six independent parameters have 
to be solved which are related to the external orientation of the images. X0,Y0,Z0 are the object 
or ground coordinates of the perspective centre (the camera position at the time of exposure) 
and κ, φ, ω the angular rotations of the image plane or photograph (Kraus, 1993). Using the 
latest digital instruments all six parameters can be measured on-board the aircraft during the 
survey. The combination of GPS and IMU systems the surveying can be accompanied by 
measurements directly determining external orientation parameters. However these 
parameters can also be determined by calculation using ground control points with known 
position in the image space (defining their ξ , η coordinates) and known coordinates in the 
object space (defining their ground X,Y,Z coordinates). One solution is to measure at least 
three control points thus as a result two equations can be defined per point with six unknown 
parameters. If more then three points are available more then six equations can be formed and 
as an example solved with a least square solution for the unknown parameters (Mélykúti, 
2007). 
Thus once gaining the internal- and external orientation parameters the equation enables to 
relate 2D image points of the aerial photograph to 3D ground points in the ground coordinate 
system. Expressing the collinearity condition in object or ground coordinates the equation 
could be written as following (2-3)(Kraus, 1993): 
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Nevertheless the expression reveals that forming two equations (2-3) with given 2D image 
coordinates of ξ , η and known internal and external orientation parameters the two 
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expressions still contain three unknown parameters (the X,Y,Z, three dimensional ground 
coordinates). This implies that the reconstruction of spatial objects is impossible from one 
single photograph since the additional Z parameter/coordinate stays indeterminate (Lillesand, 
2000). The equation defines only the position and direction of the linear ray of the projection 
connecting the image plane with the object space though the perspective centre. Thus for 
every ξ , η image points infinitely many ground points can be associated (Kraus, 1993) since 
the distance from the perspective centre to the object or ground is unknown. This can be 
defined by the procedure of spatial intersection (Figure 2.1-2) on overlapping stereoscopic 
image pairs or by knowing the exact distance to the object, in aerial photogrammetry the 
elevation of the underlying terrain (Z). 
 

 
Figure 2.1-2: Spatial intersection (after Leica, 2004 and Kraus 2004) 

 
Thus spatial intersection to determining XYZ ground coordinate results in the production of 
elevation model. Using the solution of spatial intersection the corresponding ray of any image 
point and the ray of its conjugated pair on the overlapping stereoscopic image pair intersects 
at a unique point in space. Thus the matching of conjugating image points define four 
equations (2-3) (one for the left and one for the rights image) based on the collinearity 
condition with three unknown parameters of the ground coordinates (X,Y,Z). This solution 
for one point on a stereoscopic image pair can be extended to the whole area of the 
overlapping section in the stereo aerial image pairs to determine their X,Y,Z ground 
coordinates. Systematic sampling throughout the overlap area forms the basis of digital 
elevation extraction. This sampling can be either done manually from stereoscopic image 
pairs or by the latest technology of image matching giving an automated solution in digital 
photogrammetry (Lillesand, 2000). The latter will be described and analysed more in detail in 
the next chapters.  
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Figure 2.1-3..: Resampling image matrix in camera coordinate system to ground coordinate system (after 

Kraus, 1994) 
 
To transfer the surveyed aerial image from its original central or perspective projection to an 
orthographical map projection a systematic sampling procedure is needed. However not each 
image point in the camera coordinate system can be exclusively transferred to the new grid of 
the ground coordinate system (Figure 2.1-3). To assign pixel values of the original image to 
this new mesh in ground coordinate a transformation of the pixel values has to be done that 
refers to image resampling (Richards, 1999). Resampling methods include nearest neighbour, 
bilinear, and cubic convolution interpolations. The resulting orthophotos are aerial 
photographs in orthographical projection similar to maps that can be further analysed or serve 
the basis of topographic map production.  
As described above the workflow of aerial image processing - from elevation extraction to 
orthophoto production - has several manual, work intense steps. Digital photogrammetry has 
arrived to automate many of the procedures speeding up labour intense procedures of 
analogue or analytical operations. The possibilities to automate the different procedures in 
digital photogrammetric processing will be elaborated in detail in the next chapters. 

2.1.2. Concept of image matching for digital photogrammetry 
Digital photogrammetry has its roots somewhere in the 1950’ yet its great breakthought is 
more related to the 1980’s and 1990’s where major improvements in information technology 
and the extended use of simple personal computers increased computational possibilities. In 
the latest years the shrinking of hardware size enabled to complement huge photogrammetric 
workstation systems of specialised hardware-software settings with simple personal computer 
software that target to complete the entire processing chain from orientation to orthophoto 
production (Schenk, 1999).  
The latest challenge of digital photogrammetry is the decrease of manual interaction in the 
processing chain and the development of automatic procedures. All photogrammetric 
software producers are aiming to fulfil this recent requirement of development.  
The most time consuming and fundamental manual interaction in photogrammetry is the 
process to identify and measure conjugate points like during the orientation procedures and 
especially in stereo photogrammetry to extract DEM. Using analogue photogrammetric means 
this is done by a human operator however digital photogrammetry can automate this step by 
image matching. For this reason before proceeding to the detailed investigation of automated 
digital photogrammetry this subchapter introduces the process of matching. 
The basic idea of image matching is to find conjugating points in two or more images. 
Different strategies in practice depend on the methodology how to measure the similarity 
between the matching entities. Area-based matching is where the grey level distribution of a 
smaller area of the images is compared. Here similarity can be measured by correlation or by 
least square method. In feature-based approaches comparison is made between features or 
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edges derived from the images. Similarity like shape or sign of a feature is measured by cost 
functions. (Schenk, 1999) 
The first is the most commonly implemented strategy in photogrammetric software. Here the 
major challenge is the reduction of the search space for finding conjugate points. The search 
space for oriented images can be reduced by defining epipolar lines. Scan lines of an area 
image are epipolar lines when the two camera axes of stereoscopic images are parallel to each 
other and perpendicular to the camera base. Transforming image rows to this idealised 
geometric position results in the definition of epipolar lines (Mélykúti, 2007). The epipolar 
resampling is associated with the coplanarity condition that states that the two perspective 
centres of a related stereoscopic image pair, any point on the ground and its corresponding 
image positions on the two images must lie in a common plane, called epipolar plane (Figure 
2.1-4.:). The lines where the epipolar plane intersects the images refer to epipolar lines 
(Schenk, 1999). With this transformation the image of any point on the ground lies in the 
same epipolar line on both images since the parallax displacement in the y direction 
perpendicular to the base (flight) direction got minimised. The x-parallax (parallax in the base 
direction) thus is a function of the elevation of the object. This transformation is not only 
essential to enable the matching of conjugating points in the stereo image space but also in the 
visualisation of stereoscopic image pairs in digital photogrammetry.  
 

 
Figure 2.1-4.: Epipolar lines on stereoscopic image pairs (Schenk, 1999) 

 
In area based approach the search space can thus be restricted to the same epipolar line. The 
search interval inside the row can further be approximated by estimating the maximum 
elevation difference that defines the maximum distance in the epipolar line (x parallax) from 
its conjugated pair. Further hierarchic image pyramids – dividing the image in quartiles and 
smoothing each level/image pyramid by filtering - may help to improve approximation by 
tracing positions through the pyramids (coarse-to fine strategy). (Schenk, 1999) 
The briefly described matching procedure serves the major basis of automation in digital 
photogrammetry. The procedure is applied in different operations from the step of internal 
orientation to elevation extraction. To reduce manual interaction in the workflow in general 
most photogrammetric software implement algorithms based on image matching producer. 
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For this reason a detailed analysis was run on automated digital photogrammetric procedures 
and results will be elaborated in the next chapters. 
 

2.1.3. Application of automated orientation 
 
This chapter is devoted to describe the study run to analyse the possibilities to automate 
orientation procedures (Barsi & Kugler, 2005 [15]) To analyse how to substitute the labour 
intense steps of orientation a test was performed on a study area of 62 images. The selected 
test site was located in the Netherlands around the town of Vught in a low lying flat area. The 
rural location compromised diverse land cover types reaching from agricultural fields, 
forested areas to residential areas and smaller industrial sites (Figure 2.1-5). The study area 
gave a good possibility to investigate the potentials and limitations of automated procedures 
due to its diverse land cover types and various structures and textures appearing on its surface. 
The images were surveyed from low flying height of 980 m with a large scale of 1:3200. 
Overlap was about 60% in the stereoscopic areas, sidelap was approximately 20%. Images 
were surveyed in 5 flight strips with a Zeiss RMK TOP analogue camera acquiring images on 
a 230*230mm standard film format with 8 fiducial marks. Scanning of the images was 
performed with a resolution of 1210 dpi (21μm). Calibration parameters were available for 
the camera. Three-dimensional ground control points supported the external orientation. 
 

 
Figure 2.1-5: Study area of Vught in the Netherlands 

 
All processing was done using the PC version of Z/I Imaging ImageStation (Zeiss/Intergraph) 
running in Windows 2000 environment at the department. The software is set up from a 
cluster of various modules covering different procedures (Figure 2.1-6). The two modules, the 
ImageStation Automatic Triangulation (ISAT) and the ImageStation Automatic Elevation 
(ISAE) are giving automatic solutions for aerotriangulation and for elevation extraction. The 
workflow of all procedures starts with the set up of the project file (containing work directory, 
sequence of rotation angles, etc.), the definition of camera calibration parameters, the 
coordinate system of the output, the coordinates of the ground control points and the location 
of the digital images. Image pyramids have to be calculated before proceeding with further 
steps. This will be essential in the further matching procedures.  
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Figure 2.1-6.: Workflow of photogrammetric processing in ImageStation (Z/I Imaging Corporation, 2004) 
 
In the first step of photogrammetric processing internal orientation parameters have to be 
calculated. The main task is to set up a transformation of the pixel coordinates to the image 
coordinate system with its origin in the perspective centre. The image coordinates (ξ , η) of 
the fiducial marks are known from the calibration report. Their location in the pixel 
coordinate system have to be measured to calculate the parameters of a simple affine 
adjustment transforming between the pixel and the image coordinate system. This can be 
automated in digital photogrammetry. To measure fiducial point two different problems have 
to be solved. The one is to find and identify the marks, additionally a separate problem is to 
localise them precisely. To solve it various strategies are in practice. The area based approach 
aims to binarise the subimage that contains a fiducial mark. Here the precise location is found 
by cross-correlating an exact copy of the mark with the foreground. The feature-based 
approach extracts features that are matched with the features of an ideal fiducial mark. 
(Schenk, 1999)  
ImageStation implements the first, area-based solution. Since several different shapes are in 
practice one fiducial mark had to be measured manually to serve as a template for the further 
marks. Nevertheless the support in finding the remaining fiducial marks was fulfilling our 
expectations since all remaining 7 marks were found successfully in the image (Figure 2.1-7). 
The processing time for all 62 images did not take more then 5 minutes with an average error 
of 9,27μm. Still further automation in the internal orientation procedure could be applied by 
finding the coarse location of the first fiducial point around the image frame from the known 
camera type. The other way around also from the shape from the fiducial point the type of the 
camera could be assumed. 
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Figure 2.1-7.: Internal orientation of images, automated measurement of fiducial points in ImageStation 

 
Nevertheless the first step of internal orientation was not the most demanding part of the 
processing. More difficult was the support of the automatic external orientation. 
Unfortunately, an initial manual interaction was needed to measure ground control points 
(GCP) on the images (Figure 2.1-8). However after measuring 2 GCPs on the image pair 
further control point measurements were supported by coarse localisation of the next point. In 
total 56 ground control points were used. This step could be more automated to support the 
manual interaction by finding the conjugating image point on its corresponding stereo image. 
However to do so first an automated, coarse, relative orientation of the images would be 
essential.  
Tie point search was found to be the most automated procedure. Stereoscopic models had to 
be defined manually by setting up image pairs, in total 57 models for the 62 images. The 
automated measurement of tie points relating stereoscopic images starts with the extraction of 
interest points that identify areas with high spectral variance. Different interest operators were 
developed in the past however the best applied on aerial images was worked out by W. 
Förstner (Imaging Corporation, 2004). Matching the found interest point with its conjugating 
point on its stereo pair is the second step to gain tie points connecting both images in a 
relative systems. If the algorithm of the image matching does not succeed in finding the 
conjugating pair of the interest point, the point is discarded and will be documented in the 
process report. Manual interaction can be needed if lacking of enough tie points.  
The study area was a “difficult” region for automatic matching with a land cover of forest and 
agricultural fields lacking of contrasts, structures and good texture. Tie point search was 
performed in several iteration steps where the review and correction of matched points was 
contributing to the refinement of the calculation. All incorrectly matched points were deleted 
from the calculation. From 1642 tie points 1586 were found to be acceptable giving an 
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average of 63 points on each image. For all the 57 stereoscopic models 3 hours were needed 
to perform calculation which means one image was consuming 3 minutes. As expected the 
least matched points were found in forested areas where the automatic procedures had to be 
extended with manual measurements in lack of sufficient texture and contrast.  
 

 
Figure 2.1-8.: Location of ground control points over the footprint of oriented image frames 

 
After measuring sufficient number of control- and tie points aerotriangulation was performed 
with bundle block adjustment. In this case photographs are treated in a block where the 
relation between the image coordinates and ground coordinates are calculated directly without 
introducing model coordinates. This reduces the minimum number of GCPs needed for the 
adjustment. (Kraus, 1993) 
Bundle adjustment containing a high redundancy of 2447 superfluous measurements and was 
calculated in 4 iteration steps with the duration of 1 hour which gives and average of 58 
seconds for each image. However 4,72 second was the pure CPU processing time of the 
aerotriangulation. The average RMS error of the adjustment in image coordinates was about 
3,3 μm (ξ) and 2,8 (η) μm. The average RMS in ground coordinates in X,Y direction was 
around 31 mm and in Z direction 37 mm.  The result of the bundle adjustment provided the 
exact location of the perspective centre at the time of exposure in ground coordinates (the 
camera position) and the φ, ω, κ rotation angles of the image plane or photograph. 
Furthermore the tie points were assigned with ground coordinates enabling to project their 
positions on the image frames. 
Summarising the possibilities of automated orientation procedure was investigated using a 
study area of 62 images. The study proved that current technology is suitable to automate 
most time consuming procedures to calculate orientation parameters. Besides the applied 
software of ImageStation Leica Photogrammetric Suite or  SOCET SET photogrammetric 
programs are sophisticated in providing automatic procedures of the orientation steps.  
Orientation of the aerial images is an initial step towards the elevation extraction from stereo 
image pairs. The next chapter is dedicated to investigate major developments in the 
automation of this latter procedure. 
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2.1.4. Investigation of automated terrain extraction  
 
Following the calculation of orientation parameters digital elevation models can be extracted 
from the overlapping area of to stereoscopic images. The most commonly used digital 
solution is to collect X,Y,Z point coordinates by spatial intersection. However it is the most 
time consuming operation of photogrammetric processing since conjugate points have to be 
extracted from stereo image space. However this manual operation can be substituted with 
automatic procedures based on image matching. This chapter aims to deal with automated 
digital surface extraction in the urban area. 
To investigate automation possibilities an investigation was run on aerial images in the high 
urban, built-up area of Budapest where the extracted elevation model was the basis of further 
hydraulic investigations (Kugler, 2005 [16]). Survey was performed in 2000 in a scale of 1: 
30 000 with a stereoscopic overlap of 60%. Wild RC 20 analogue camera was used to acquire 
aerial photographs on 230mm analogue films that were scanned to digital images with a 
resolution of 21 μm. Aerial photographs were acquired in 3 flight strips over the city each 
containing 3 sequential images (3x3 images).  
Besides Z/I Imaging ImageStation - introduced in the previous chapter for automatic 
orientation - elevation extraction was additionally performed with Leica Photogrammetric 
Suite (LPS) from Leica Geosystems GIS & Mapping, developed from the formal product 
ERDAS OrthoBase. LPS is a photogrammetric and image processing software supporting the 
latest technologies for automatic point measurement, automatic terrain extraction and 
subpixel point positioning to maintain accuracy. 
Orientation of the photographs was calculated with ImageStation using camera calibration 
report and ground control points. Internal orientation was calculated automatically using the 4 
calibrated fiducial marks with known camera coordinates on each photograph. The average 
error of the calculation was 8.01 μm. 
The ground control coordinates were acquired in field survey by rapid static GPS 
measurements around the city in February 2005. The averaged error of the obtained 
coordinates was in a cm range. Beside the 9 ground control points, 45 tie points were 
generated automatically to relate the images (Figure 2.1-9). External orientation was 
calculated with 644 degrees of redundancy in 2 iterations. The overall RMS of the orientation 
was 5.2 μm.  
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Figure 2.1-9.: Footprint of the oriented image frames with ground control points after orientation and an 
example for the aerial image in the study area 
 
Both software packages use area-based matching strategy – described in the previous chapter 
– to obtain conjugated points for spatial intersection. In the first step of the procedure the 
Förstner interest operator extracts points from the first image (Figure 2.1-10). To analyse its 
surroundings a template window is laid over the extracted point where grey level distribution 
is serving the basis of similarity calculation to its counterpart in the other image. After a 
coarse approximation a search window is set over the stereoscopic image pair to reduce 
search size. Cross-correlation is calculated to measure similarity between the template 
window and the search window. At the maximum value of the correlation surface or diagram 
the point is conjugated with its stereoscopic pair. (Schenk, 1999) 
 

 
Figure 2.1-10.: Search window and template window for image matching (Schenk, 1999) 

 
To analyse matching outputs resulting mass points are interpolated to a surface. The terrain 
surface can be reconstructed with different approaches and in various structures. In a first step 
both programs create a Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN) surface model where non-
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overlapping triangles are generated over the mass points based on the Delaunay triangulation 
rule. Additionally, constrains like breaklines can be introduced in the triangulation procedure. 
Breaklines – a 3D elevation polyline describing the sudden changes in the continuity of the 
surface – can be added to mass points during the TIN interpolation. In urban environment this 
can avoid rooftops being interpolated without interrupting them by urban canyons. This can 
be avoided by introducing breaklines that mark the basis of buildings on the street level. The 
use of linear structures during the interpolation is implemented in both software packages. 
More complex interpolations are functionality of other software providing wide range of 
various solutions reaching from kriging to spline interpolations.  
Both analysed software packages rely on similar image matching strategy for automated 
elevation extraction however slight differences appear in the parameterisation possibilities of 
the procedure. Table 2.1-1: summarises most parameters. 
 
Table 2.1-1: Matching parameters of LPS and ImageStation 

 
LPS Z/I ImageStation 

Parameter Description Parameter Description 

Search size X 
The search window size on the 
image to be matched in base 
direction (x-parallax) 

Parallax 
bound 

The search window size on 
the image to be matched in 
base direction (x-parallax) 

Search size Y 
The search window size on the 
image to be matched in y 
direction (y-parallax) 

Epipolar line 
distance 

The search window size on 
the image to be matched in 
y direction (y-parallax) 

Correlation 
size (X,Y) 

Size of the template window 
in both (x,y) directions  Default Default value impossible to 

define  

Correlation 
coefficient 

Threshold of the correlation 
coefficient calculated in the 
surrounding of a point 

Default Default value impossible to 
define 

Adaptive 
search 

Adaptive variation of the 
search size 

Adaptive 
parallax 

Adaptive variation of the 
parallax in base direction (x) 
for elevation differences 

Adaptive 
correlation 

Adaptive variation of the 
search window  

Adaptive 
matching  

Adaptive variation of the 
matching for purely textured 
areas 

Adaptive 
coefficient 

Adaptive variation of the 
correlation coefficient    

 
Both software packages provide a semi-automatic solution for elevation extraction. In the 
stereoscopic view of the overlapping images the cursor is matched up with its conjugating 
points in the image space supported by a cursor-on-surface or terrain following possibility. 
Here image matching is performed every time the cursor moves and tries to adjust the x-
parallax on both images caused by the different relief displacement on the fly (Figure 2.1-10). 
This option did not give the best solution when following extreme height differences causing 
great parallax effects since it is more related to support linear structure extractions with minor 
elevation jumps. On high buildings in the centre of the city extracted points were well 
matched on the rooftop of the buildings. However “jumping down” to the elevation of plane 
roads the two cursors marking the “same” location in image space did not match anymore.  
Additionally to semi-automatic procedure, fully automated DEM extraction was performed 
for the whole image both in LPS and ImageStation. As mentioned before the parameterisation 
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of the image matching procedure gives slightly different possibilities for human interaction in 
both programs (Table 2.1-1:). Yet the implementation of the algorithm applied in the process 
remains obviously unknown.  
 

 
Figure 2.1-11.: Digital Elevation Model of Budapest extracted from stereoscopic aerial images by image 
matching 
 
To analyse the effect of the different parameters in urban areas DEM extraction was run 
several times on the same study area with the unchanged orientation but variously 
parameterised matching strategies (Figure 2.1-11). Results were compared and studied in 
detail. The first parameter to investigate was the correlation (template) window size that can 
only be manipulated in LPS. The default value of 7x7 pixels were recalculated with 9x9 and 
5x5 pixels. Using the greater window size in built-up areas with high buildings the similarity 
calculation resulted in a low correlation with fewer points to match. However setting a 
smaller window size resulted in not reliable correlation coefficients thus in a not reliable point 
measurements (Figure 2.1-12).  
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Figure 2.1-12.: Effect of the template window size in LPS. Dots on the areal image refer to the 7x7 search 
window size and crosses refer to 9x9 matrix size. 
 
The correlation coefficient serving the basis of similarity calculation is fixed in ImageStation 
but can be adjusted in LPS. The default threshold value here was 0.8 where all points above 
the value can be matched (Kugler, 2005 [4]). If this threshold is increased fewer points are 
matched in the procedure as expected. If the value is decreased we gain more conjugated 
points. However consequently the quality or the reliability of matching also increases with 
higher or decreases with lower correlation limits. 
 

 

 

Figure 2.1-13.: Quality of the matching results in LPS. Red areas reflect 0.7-0.5 low correlating regions 
with dense vegetation cover. (Legend: Leica Geosystems, 2003) 
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Matched points can be assigned with their correlation coefficient visualised and interpolated 
to an image covering the whole area of the stereoscopic model (Figure 2.1-13). The obtained 
image reflecting the quality of the matching result is a classification of 3 different coefficient 
intervals. The correlation interval 1-0.85 should reflect good quality matching, 0.85-0.7 and 
0.7-0.5 should refer to lower quality. Investigations showed that low correlating regions in the 
point status images reveal areas of vegetation cover in the built-up area. City parks and 
forested regions around the city were highlighted with low correlation values as a 
consequence to their low texture and surface contrast. Furthermore the homogenous surface 
of the River Danube was also found to be low correlating.  
Another parameter of major importance is the size of the search window that reduces the 
search area in the image to be matched up. With the use of epipolar lines described in the 
previous chapter the parallax distance in y direction (perpendicular to the flight direction) 
should be minimised thus in optimal conditions the remaining y parallax is less then 1 pixel. 
According to our calculations for the study area the remaining parallax displacement in y 
direction was under 11μm (0.5 pixel) which is very low. Thus changing this parameter did not 
result in any change in the matching outcome.  
More of importance is the x-parallax related to the relief displacement. The x-parallax is a 
function of the elevation or relief displacement. The greater elevation differences on the 
terrain the higher parallax distance is needed to find the conjugating point in the stereoscopic 
images. Thus this parameter should be defined as an average of the terrain elevation changes. 
As a default value LPS offers 31 pixels on high mountainous terrain and 7 pixels on flat 
terrain. ImageStation has lower default value of 15 pixels for high mountainous area and 4 
pixels for flat terrain. However our investigation showed for urban area at least a distance of 
20 pixels had to be used in order to cover elevation differences of the city centre with high 
buildings.  
Both software packages offer a possibility to dynamically change these described parameters 
during the matching process. This “adaptive” variation helps to adjust parameters to elevation 
differences however did not differ much in the output from the results calculated by static 
parameter settings.  
Beside the described parameters other external conditions may influence the result. These are 
the scale of the images, the flying height, the illumination conditions of the terrain, the 
percentage of overlap in the stereo images, scanning parameters however these factors can 
only be influenced during the survey.  
Using the most optimal parameter setting the extracted elevation mass points showed in 
average a 0.08 point per m2 density, a distribution of points every 12.5 m2. The resolution of 
the original image was about 0.8 m in ground coordinates. The interpolation of the mass 
points was resulting in a grid of 3 m and a vertical resolution of about 0.3-0.5 m. Comparing 
mass points resulting from the matching procedure we can conclude that the algorithm used 
by ImageStation generated a great number of matched points along linear structures like roofs 
perpendicular to the base (flight) direction. LPS provided a solution of a much more scattered 
mass points with no near-linear structures as visible from Figure 2.1-14. 
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Figure 2.1-14.: Terrain mass points extracted by ImageStation and LPS 

 
A great challenge of digital elevation modelling in urban areas is the extraction of elevation 
difference from high rooftops to flat street elevation that is often referred as urban canyons. 
Both software suffered great difficulties in finding interest points on streets between high 
buildings. One restricting effect was the geometrical shading of the area. Due to the different 
look angle dissimilar geometric shading can appear on the stereoscopic images (Figure 
2.1-15). On the other hand the homogeneous surface of roads and the lack in texture or 
structures was a further limiting factor. This problem is difficult to solve even with manual 
measurements and human interaction. As a consequence both processing resulted in the 
matching of a great number of points on rooftops but only very few on streets (Figure 2.1-14) 
limiting the extraction of urban canyons.  
 

 
Figure 2.1-15.: Geometric shading effect of the surface. The position of the cursor is a result of semi-

automated, on-the-fly image matching. 
 
Another huge problem that physically hindered the extraction of urban canyons from 
stereoscopic imagery was vegetation cover of individual trees along the streets. The survey 
was done in the visible range of the electromagnetic spectra where radiation does not 
penetrate vegetation and tree canopy is an obstacle to the reflection from the underlying 
streets. This is visible on the upper images of the stereoscopic pairs in Figure 2.1-16. As a 
consequence the interpolation of mass points results in the interpolation of rooftops without 
interrupting the urban canyons with the “valley”. This can be improved by using aerial 
photographs surveyed in the winter where most trees fall their leaves. Even so automated 
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matching is finding conjugating points on the top of the canopy. Thus the problem has to be 
considered when interpolating the resulting elevation points.  
 

 
Figure 2.1-16.: The hindering effect of vegetation along roads in the city. Upper images show the 
stereoscopic image pairs where red lines mark the edge of the urban canyon and cursor position is a result 
of on the fly matching. Lower left image refers to the TIN surface interpolated from extracted elevation 
mass points.  Black line marks the same street on the elevation model. Lower right image shows view of 
the same street in field.  
 
To compare results of the elevation extraction one unique building well distinguishable from 
its surroundings, the Saint Stephen’s Basilica in Budapest was selected for detailed 
examination. Both programs provided a great number of matched points for the structure 
however ImageStation had problems with conjugating point and extracting the right elevation 
on the image pair. Since the two associated points did not correspond to the same location in 
reality the spatial intersection resulted in an incorrect elevation value (Figure 2.1-17). For this 
reason the area remained almost flat around the church due to elevation error. On the contrary 
LPS performed a relatively good automated matching for the building. However the two bell 
towers on the front facade of the church were not matched up most probably because of the 
great elevation difference and big x-parallax distance. As a consequence of the great elevation 
difference the automated modelling of similar buildings is difficult in general as also 
experienced on the House of Parliament. 
 

 
Figure 2.1-17.: Surface model of the Basilica extracted by ImageStation on the left, by LPS in the centre 
and the field view of the church on the right. 
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Accuracy of stereoscopic elevation extraction can be defined as being directly proportional to 
the image scale (in both X,Y dimensions) and proportional to the square of the flying height. 
Empirical guidelines exist for the quantification of error however a great influence is given by 
the uncertainty in identifying a ground control point (Kraus, 1994). For this reason one 
possibility to quantify accuracy was to reprocess ground control points as checkpoints for 
DEM error assessment Table 2.1-2. The 8 ground control points measured by static GPS 
(Figure 2.1-9.) were used during the orientation calculation and were set as a master source of 
elevation information. Measured checkpoints are numbered identically with the numbering of 
GCPs in Figure 2.1-9  in the first column of the table. Similarly, the stereoscopic image 
names in the header row are corresponding to the same image pair names of the same figure. 
Automatically extracted stereoscopic elevation information was compared to the given check 
point elevation to measure elevation accuracy on the stereo image pairs where they appear. 
Results of the comparison is summarised in Table 2.1-2. The absolute value of differences 
between the checkpoints and the elevation measured from the image pairs were calculated. 
Two check points were lying on each stereoscopic pair, the differences were summarised 
individually for the two software packages and averaged as a final measure for accuracy. 
 
Table 2.1-2.: Accuracy assessment. Difference in meters between GPS measured elevation and 
automatically matched elevation point height. 
LPS       
GCP points/ 
stereo pairs 3589~3691 3591~3593 3630~3628 3628~3626 3685~3687 3683~3685 

8 0.904      
5    0.614 1.089  
2     0.360  

10  2.372  1.782   
11  1.182     
4   0.538   0.595 
1      0.247 
6 0.432  0.378    

average 0.668 1.777 0.458 1.198 0.725 0.421 
      0.874 
 
ImageStation      
GCP points/ 
stereo pairs 3589~3691 3591~3593 3630~3628 3628~3626   

8 1.299      
5    1.403   
2       

10  12.71  0.8222   
11  0.787     
4   1.3125    
1       
6 1.06472  0.8985    

Average 1.18186 6.7485 1.1055 1.1126   
    2.537   
 
This accuracy calculation does not account for an overall measure for quality since 
checkpoints are a selected set of positions, all lying in easily identifiable area on flat terrain. 
Still results can be used for a comparison of the two datasets. Based on the selected set of 
check points accuracy measures reveal that LPS had a lower error in elevation extraction. 
Compared to the GPS measurement the average height accuracy was 0.874 m which is a good 
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result from 1:30 000 scale images. ImageStation had a lower accuracy according to the 
introduced calculation. The average error of all points was 2.530 m, however the overall error 
drops down to 1.046 m excluding the outlier elevation point 10 from the image pair 
3591~3593. Highest measured error over check point 10 the was acquired over Heroes' 
Square (Hősök Tere) which is a great flat square in front of the Millenary Monument. As 
shown in Figure 2.1-18 the pattern on the square could be a good basis of image matching 
however due to the low contrast of this texture on image 3591 the matching resulted in an 
intersection from the image pair 3591~3593 with high elevation error. Here LPS extracted 
elevation point with a 2.372 m height error while ImageStation was having a great error of 
12.710 m. This elevation difference might be related to the implementation of the matching 
algorithm: the interest operator adaptation and the calculation of similarity measure between 
potentially conjugating points. 
 

ImageStation  

LPS                

Figure 2.1-18.: Image matching over the flat Heroes' Square of the city. Upper images show the solution 
with ImageStation lower images present the results of LPS. Matched points are visualised in left image 
superimposed on the generated orthophoto. Right images refer to the DSM interpolated from generated 
mass points.  Red dot with label 10 refers to the location of the checkpoint. 
 
Summarising we can conclude that the automated elevation modelling of built-up area in the 
city centre was feasible. The procedure of image matching to select conjugating points for 
spatial intersection obtaining X,Y,Z coordinates can be influenced by various parameters. The 
variation of window size has the main impact on the matching results. However the 
automated modelling of urban canyons is hindered by geometric shadowing, vegetation cover 
and low contrast thus the recognition of conjugating points is difficult here even by manual 
interpretation. The quality assessment revealed that the matching performed by LPS had a 
higher accuracy. For this reason in further processing the extracted elevation model by LPS 
was set as default photogrammetric source for height information.  
Digital photogrammetry has a much shorter history then analogue or analytical 
photogrammetry. Manual processing of stereoscopic image pairs might have a higher 
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accuracy however the automated processes have a higher potential for quality due to their 
higher number of measurements. This higher number of mass points in automated 
photogrammetry can result in the compensation for lower accuracy when compared with 
individual manual measurements. However to control the reliability of the automated outputs 
a human interaction for the control is necessary. (Kraus, 2004) 

2.2. Comparison of different elevation sources 
 

To investigate flow calculation in urban area a digital elevation model was generated 
from aerial images for the study area in Budapest (Kugler, 2005 [4]). The quality control of 
automatically produced elevation information has no systematic measure. Accuracy was 
checked in the previous chapter by comparing elevation output in selected locations where 3D 
coordinates for ground control points were available. However this measure for accuracy can 
not be extended to the whole study area. To investigate elevation quality in a spatial context 
different sources for high resolution digital terrain models were acquired or generated for the 
study area and compared in their performance (Figure 2.2-1). The comparison of their 
elevation information was an analysis to investigate the further possibility of data fusion 
(Kugler, 2004 [12]). 

 

 
Figure 2.2-1.: Different sources for digital terrain modelling in the city of Budapest. Left DSM acquired 
by the SRTM mission, the DSM in the middle is processed from aerial images and right one is derived 
from topographic maps.  

SRTM - DSM PHOTO - DSM TOPO - DEM 

 
However before proceeding with the description of the investigation the terminology of 
topographic information used in the thesis should be set clear. Digital Terrain Models (DTM) 
is a generic term for the representation of altitude or bathymetric data of the bare earth 
surface. It is a digital representation of a continuous variable over a two-dimensional surface 
by a regular array of z values referenced to a common datum. Describing the topography of 
the bare earth’s terrain is usually referred as Digital Elevation Models (DEM). Additionally to 
the terrain Digital Surface Models (DSM) describe the height of all objects like manmade 
surface features and vegetation elevated above the bare earth (Závoti, 1985, Kraus, 1994, 
David, 2001, Mélykúti, 1999). 
In the study three different sources of height models were acquired processed and compared. 
The extracted DSM from stereoscopic aerial image pairs described in the previous chapter 
were compared with the elevation model obtained over the city of Budapest by Shuttle Radar 
Topography Mission (SRTM), the joint topographic mission of NASA and ESA. Furthermore 
the elevation data derived from topographic maps in scale of 1:10 000 was compared with the 
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first two. The next subchapters will brief the methodology of the two latter data acquisition 
and processing.  

2.2.1. SRTM  
The Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) was a space shuttle program to collect 
topographic data of the Earth's surface, creating the first near-global data set of land 
elevations from space. Radar images were acquired from two different vantage points by 
placing two separate radar antennas on the shuttle. Emitted and received microwave pulse in 
two different wavelengths of 7,50-3,75 cm  (C band) and  3,75-2,40 cm (X band) was 
recorded on the platform. Post processing using the technique of radar interferometry the 
difference between the two radar images taken from slightly dissimilar locations allowed the 
calculation of surface elevation. (Van Zyl, 2001) Great improvement compared to former 
tandem radar data acquisition technology was the single-pass radar configuration. The first 
might face great time lag between the two images of different viewing angle thus is a less 
reliable source for elevation information due to its great possibilities of error related to 
landcover changes especially in densely vegetated areas (Hochschild, 2004) 
Digital terrain models derived from SRTM data are referring to 3 second resolution (generally 
90m) derived from C band data and 1 second resolution (generally 30 m) processed from X 
band data (Table 2.2-1). C band data has no near-global coverage due to 11 days temporal 
limitation of for the mission.  Several studies were run to asses SRTM elevation information 
quality (Sun, 2003, Gorokhovich, 2006, Ludwig 2006). The latest study carried at by Berry 
(2007) compares over 54 million altimeter derived heights with independent height 
measurements derived from satellite altimeter echoes, primarily gathered by ERS-1.the global 
statistics for mean difference was 3 m and a standard deviation of 16 m. 
 
Table 2.2-1.: Different sources of elevation models and their parameters. 
 

 SRTM Photo Topo 
DEM source  Radar interferometry Stereoscopic image  Contour lines 
Horizontal resolution/scale 30m 1:30 000 1:10 000 
Vertical resolution 1m 0.3-0.5 m 2.5m 
Vertical accuracy 1-10m 1-2 m 1-2m 

2.2.2. Topographic map 
Using a secondary acquisition technique digital terrain model was derived from printed 
topographic maps in the Uniform National Projection System, (EOV) with a scale of 1:10 
000. Elevation contour lines - curves connecting contiguous points of the same altitude 
(isohypse) - were digitised from two map sheets (41-233 and 41-411). The vertical contour 
interval is 2.5m for the contour lines with major intervals are marked with thick contour lines 
every 10m (Table 2.2-1). Lines were most likely manually interpolated from spotted survey in 
field furthermore the recent technique of photogrammetry might also have served as a 
complementary source of information. The paper map was scanned with a resolution of 300 
dpi. The average pixel size in horizontal plane was 0.847 m that accounts for a horizontal 
accuracy of 4 m. However this measure does not include errors in the scanning, in the 
georeferencing procedures and the information uncertainty during interpolation. Consequently 
the evaluation of accuracy of the information can not be defined exactly. 
Still guidelines exist for the minimal required elevation accuracy in topographic mapping for 
the national grid. For 2.5m contour line maps vertical accuracy is defined as 1m in average 
but not higher than 2m. (MÉM OFTH Földmérési Főosztály, 1976) 
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2.2.3. Comparison of different elevation sources 
 
Accuracy is defined as the degree of closeness of measurements to the accepted reference 
values (Detrekői, 1999). Since no spatial reference DEM exists for the study area a new 
strategy had to be defined for accuracy check. The described three different sources of 
elevation were assessed by comparing them to each other.  
The elevation data derived from stereoscopic images by automated photogrammetric 
processing was a digital surface model (DSM) describing the surface of the city including the 
bare earth elevation combined with the elevation of trees, buildings and other manmade 
objects and natural features. However the elevation model derived from the topographic maps 
was a true bare earth model thus a digital elevation model (DEM). Consequently none of the 
models can be set as a reference for accuracy measure but their difference might reveal new 
accuracy information. The difference was calculated based on the subtraction of the 
interpolated grid models with the following formula (2-4.): 
 

ΔDTM = DSM photo – DEM topo (2-4.)

The resulting difference image around the House of Parliament is visualised in Figure 2.2-2. 
Since negative differences where DSM from stereo images resulted in a lower elevation then 
DEM of topographic map has a very low frequency only the positive differences are 
visualised. Consequently the positive differences are accounting for the elevation of objects or 
structures on the bare earth’s surface thus building or vegetation height. The highest point of 
the image was found on the top of the House of Parliament with an elevation difference to the 
bare earth terrain of almost 50 m above marking the two towers on the side of the building. 
The main cupola in the centre of the building however had a lower elevation then its 
surrounding due to matching error resulting in an incorrect elevation value.   
 

 
Figure 2.2-2.: Elevation difference of topographic and photogrammetric elevation data (building heights) 

around the House of Parliament in the city centre. 
 
Difference can be assessed better in areas where both models should obtain the same 
elevation. For this reason the area of the investigation had to be restricted to zones where no 
manmade  structures appeared and no vegetation was present. Restrictions were made to areas 
along roads in the city centre. 
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The restriction was made to main roads and secondary roads where the area of the 
investigation was wide enough to serve the basis for analysis. The difference along major 
roads and secondary roads was investigated by calculating the histogram of the values (Figure 
2.2-3)  

  

Figure 2.2-3.: Histogram of elevation differences between topographic and photogrammetric elevation 
data along major roads (left image) and secondary roads (right image) of the city centre. 
 
Based on the form of the histogram major roads seemed to serve a better basis for 
investigation since less disturbance was present when comparing to the histogram of the 
secondary streets. The highest frequency of the difference values appeared as expected around 
0 m with a normal distribution and a mode of 0.41 m (Table 2.2-2). Differences along 
secondary roads did neither have a clear peak nor a Gaussian distribution but two peaks 
appeared in its histogram. The first was at the mode of 0.19 m that is comparable with the 
average variation of the terrain elevation values that can be related to the low pattern of the 
street surface (figure 2.2-6.). The second peak was around 20-25m and values were scattered 
with similar frequency between the first peak and the second one. As a consequence its mean 
value lies between the two peaks at 13.55m. The latter peak in the histogram is related to the 
lower quality of matching in narrow secondary roads. This inaccuracy is caused by the 
disturbing effects on the surface above the ground described in the previous chapter like 
vegetation furthermore geometric shading resulting in a description of the city surface and not 
the bare earth terrain (Figure 2.2-4). These effects are hindering the process of elevation 
extraction leading to the interpolation of rooftops or vegetation covering the street without the 
interruption of the previously described urban canyons.  The resulting standard deviations are 
also reflecting the difference between the narrow secondary and wide main roads. While the 
second has a higher average scattering of 9.25m the first only had a 5.15m scattering. Its 
minimum and maximum reflects outliers in the data with a very low frequency.  
  
Table 2.2-2.: Statistics of difference values between elevation extracted from stereo images and 
topographic maps in main and secondary roads of the city 
 
 Min Max  Mean  Std  Mode 
Main streets  -19.53 49.46 2.67  5.15 0.41 
Secondary streets  -9.86   38.66 13.55  9.25 0.18 
 
In a further investigation differences between the data models were captured by extracting 
elevation values along two horizontal profiles.  Figure 2.2-4 visualises the profiles revealing 
the major dissimilarity between the 3 models. The elevation model from the topographic map 
where data was captured in ground survey is representing the bare earth terrain. However the 
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photogrammetric data processing was capturing all manmade features and vegetation above 
the terrain that resulted in a surface data. Similarly to the latter SRTM data was obtaining the 
“top of the building” elevation. Radar signals just like optical reflection in the visible range 
are returned on manmade object and can only penetrate vegetation to a limited extent. 
However since the footprint of the signal enabled the conversion of the raw data into a grid of 
90 m ground resolution, one element of the data, one grid contained a high variation of urban 
structures thus a great variation of elevation. Comparing the profiles of the two other sources 
of higher resolution, the SRTM elevation gives an average of the two models and runs in-
between a DEM and a DSM in high-urban, built-up area. It should not be considered as an 
inaccurate source of information but the smoothing of the high elevation variance is an effect 
of its lower resolution.  
Both radar signal and photogrammetric processing was facing problems with obtaining 
elevation data over the River Danube. The first is because of the bad coherence of the radar 
images over water surfaces. Therefore water bodies including river channels are masked out 
during the processing of SRTM data. The second, the automatic matching is having problems 
with finding conjugating points on the stereo images in lack of sufficient structures and 
texture over water. For this reason in both models water body was masked and with a simple 
linear interpolation connecting the river banks without elevation change. In SRTM data water 
mask was coded with an elevation of 0 m above see level – as visible on the profiles.  
 

 
Figure 2.2-4.: Elevation profiles of the three different sources in the city along north-south and east-west 
positions. 
 
Summarising no exact quantitative accuracy measure can be outputted from the comparative 
analysis performed. None of the elevation models can be defined as accurate or less accurate 
since they have their strength in different areas. For this reason information from the different 
sources were merged into one single DTM to serve the basis of further flow calculation 
investigations. The combination of different elevation sources is described in the next chapter. 
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2.3. Data fusion to an urban digital terrain model 
 
As concluded in the last chapter no direct measure could be taken to assess elevation accuracy 
furthermore no clearly superior model exists however their strength and weakness in different 
areas could be elaborated. For this reason to benefit from each elevation model a fusion was 
performed to merge the various data sources into one single dataset that more adequately 
reflects the great height variability of urban surface. 
Specific attention was drawn to urban canyons of the city centre where the great elevation 
difference of building rooftops and street levels is difficult to capture with any of the available 
data sources. For this reason the photogrammetric DSM and the topographic DEM was 
combined to provide a solution to the problem. Flow calculation accounts for the essential 
input of water depth data. To fulfil this requirement additionally to the elevation models 
bathymetry data was collected for the city (Table 2.3-1).   
 
Table 2.3-1: DEM sources for data fusion and their properties. 

 Bathymetry Photo Topo 
DEM acquisition  Contour lines Stereoscopic image  Contour lines 
Vertical resolution 1m 0.3-0.5 m 2.5m 
Scale 1:10 000 1:30 000 1:10 000 

 
In a first step of elevation data fusion the acquired photographic elevation mass points were 
selected for the centre (Figure 2.3-1). To enable the description of vastly varying surfaces in 
built-up area further to this continuous surface breaklines had to be introduced in the merging 
procedure. The boundary of the buildings in the centre was digitised from the given 
topographic map and elevation information was assigned from the DEM to each vertex in the 
boundary. Breaklines were representing the elevation level of the streets since their height 
information was obtained from the topographic bare earth DEM. Thus after interpolation 
roads were described by the generated breaklines derived from the topographic DEM. On the 
other hand elevation information inside these boundaries was obtained from the mass points 
of the photogrammetric DSM. As a result the gained three dimensional breaklines together 
with the mass points inside the building boundaries enabled the modelling of the sudden 
elevation change of urban canyons eliminating the presence of vegetation. 
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Figure 2.3-1.: Digital terrain model fusion from different sources into a single TIN model 

 
Further breaklines were added to the final DTM for describing the surface along the Danube 
River. The riverbank in the city has specific manmade structures that was represented with 
breaklines of known elevation in the model (Figure 2.3-2.:). A quay road runs along both 
sides of the river bank and in flood events they are eventually inundated and therefore must be 
closed to traffic. From these quay roads, a stone wall rises up several meters to protect the city 
from inundations and the river bank from erosion. Thus the city itself is built on a higher 
ground. The resulting structure resembles a riverbank terrace where the steps are set with 
elevation difference apart from each other.  
 

Figure 2.3-2.: Built-up riverbank along the Danube channel in the city centre 
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The elevation of this structure was modelled with breaklines extracted from the stereoscopic 
image pairs by manual interpretation. In some cases the height measurement of the stone wall 
along the river was hindered by vegetation cover. Since trees are planted along the riverbank 
behind the wall the extraction of elevation information was not always feasible. 
Bathymetry data was digitised from the 1:10 000 hydrographical maps (VITUKI) of the 
Danube. Depth is displayed via contour lines, combined with topographic information of the 
surface. The printed maps were scanned and depth data was collected by digitising the 
contour lines.  
Finally, all mass points and breaklines obtained as described above data was interpolated to a 
single TIN model. Interpolation was performed in ArcInfo. The resulting digital terrain model  
was a better approximation of urban built-up surface than only one single source of elevation 
(Figure 2.3-3). The model was reflecting the sudden elevation changes of urban canyons and 
the height differences along the river channel. 
 

 
Figure 2.3-3.: Left images the filtered elevation model. Original automatic photogrammetric measurement 
on the right image.  

2.4. LIDAR and photogrammetry for urban elevation extraction  
 

The main alternative in cost-effective, high-resolution elevation modelling to photogrammetry 
is laserscanning data capturing or an effective combination of the two. (David, 2001). To 
complete the detailed analysis of elevation data acquisition possibilities laserscanning is 
investigated as a possible source of height information in built-up areas. The use of Airborne 
Laser Scanning (ALS) technology has a relatively short history that goes back to the mid 
1990s. For this reason given the unfortunate condition that no extended LIDAR surveying 
was done yet in Hungary a new study area had to be set. To compare laserscanning 
technology with the extensively analysed photogrammetric surface modelling option in urban 
environment a new study area in the town of Cambridge, UK had to be defined (Kugler, 2006 
[5]). Both photogrammetric and LIDAR elevation data was obtained and with the kind 
support provided by the Unit for Landscape Modelling, Department of Geography, University 
of Cambridge, UK. The acquired datasets were processed and investigated in detail; laser 
altimetry was contrasted with the typical photogrammetric solution of image matching using 
aerial photographs in urban area. 
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2.4.1. Basic principles of Airborne Laser Scanning (ALS) 
Airborne laser scanning (ALS) or Light Detection and Ranging system (LIDAR) is a 
technology using laser range and return signal intensity measurements recorded in-flight. 
Using the travel time of the beam from the transmitter to the reflector their distance can be 
determined knowing the speed of light as following (2-5. ) (Barsi, 2003): 

1
2

R ct=  
(2-5. ) 
 

Where:  R = range/distance to reflector 
   c = speed of light 
   t = travel time 
 
The systems consist of an active laser transmitter, a receiver to register the reflected laser 
beam and an on-board positioning system for the sensor orientation (combined GPS/INS in 
most cases). Combining a laser range finder with sensors that can measure the position and 
attitude of the aircraft enables to determine the underlying terrain surface in terms of X,Y,Z 
coordinate points, following the polar measuring principle (Figure 2.4-1) (Kraus, 2004). 
 
 

 

Figure 2.4-1.: Concept of laser altimetry surveying from aircraft.  
 
ALS technology rapidly provides accurate topographic data at high resolution. The 
technology offers several advantages over the conventional methods of elevation data 
collection like higher sampling density, fast data acquisition and processing, mostly 
automated operation, light independence and minimum ground control requirement. One of 
its great advantages compared to photogrammetric elevation model generation is that it is 
independent of surface texture and no ground control measurements in filed are needed. 
Furthermore due to its narrow beam it can penetrate through vegetation canopy thus can 
obtain data of the ground below. 
 

2.4.2. Airborne Laser Scanning (ALS) dataset 
 
The laser altimetry survey of Cambridge was performed in October 2002. Data was collected 
using the Optech ALTM33 LiDAR instrument flown in the Piper Chieftain aircraft. The 
device collects 33,000 laser observations per second and in standard operating mode it 
acquires first pulse, last pulse and intensity data. From an operating altitude of 1000 metres 
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the resulting elevation data has an absolute RMS accuracy better than 15cm (Table 2.1-1). 
Relative accuracy is usually considerably higher.  
 

Table 2.4-1.: Data acquisition parameters for LIDAR survey. 
 

Flying height 1000 m 

Acquisition angle 20 deg 

Footprint  0.8 m 

Sampling density  4-6 ppm

 
First pulse, last pulse raw mass point data revealed much of the town’s vegetation. Individual 
trees both over grass land and in built-up area between buildings and houses in town were 
reflected in the data (Figure 2.4-2). As expected more in the first pulse and less in the last 
pulse data. This is due to the penetration extent of the last pulse data in the canopy of trees 
and open vegetation structures. To eliminate vegetation from the point cloud and decrease 
elevation to bare-earth level a digital elevation model (DEM) was produced by filtering.  
From different filtering strategies (Sithole, 2004, Tóvári, 2006) the one of Priestnall 
(Priestnall 2000) was chosen to filter vegetation height from last pulse data after eliminating 
man made structures of buildings and houses. Resulting elevation data points of the bare earth 
terrain were afterwards superimposed by known man made structures to get a digital surface 
model (DSM) without vegetation elevation (Figure 2.4-3). Boundary of natural and manmade  
features were collected from the 1:2500 Land-Line Plus vector maps of the UK Ordnance 
Survey with the building heights obtained by resampling the LIDAR point cloud. (McMillan, 
2007). 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.4-2.: LIDAR data interpolated from surveyed mass points around Kings College and Kings 
Chapel in Cambridge town. Squared courts are surrounded with college buildings like upper images, 
rounded shapes are individual tree crowns like on lower image or fountains in the middle of the squared 
college court marked with red ellipse.  
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2.4.3.  Aerial images 
Aerial stereo photography over the town of Cambridge was surveyed using the Zeiss Jena 
LMK15 Camera at a height of 1100 meters with an overlapping of 60% in the summer 2002 
(Table 2.4-1). The frame camera aerial images were scanned at a resolution of 1200 dpi. 
Camera calibration was done in March 2002 the certificate was provided together to the 
images. 
Photogrammetric processing of the images was done in Leica Photogrammetric Suite (LPS) 
9.0. Interior orientation was performed with an overall RMS of 0.6 pixels or 12.86 μm. 
Exterior orientation was calculated using 4 ground control points surveyed by static GPS 
measurements in the town. 3 control points and 1 check point were supporting the 
aerotriangulation. The overall RMS of the external orientation computation was 0.11 pixel 
(2.35 μm) in X, 0.079 pixel (1.69 μm) in Y and 0.13 pixel (2.79 μm) in Z direction. 
 

Table 2.4-2.: Data acquisition parameters for aerial image survey 
Flying height 1100 m 

Scan resolution 1200 dpi 

Scale 1: 7 000 

Sampling density  0.8-0.2 ppm

 
From the overlapping stereoscopic images automated matching was used to generate X,Y,Z 
elevation points. From different matching strategies the default high urban approach was 
chosen where search size was x=19 and y=3 pixels, correlation size was a rectangular 7x7 
pixels with a correlation coefficient limit of 0.80.  
 

 
Figure 2.4-3.: Digital elevation models in the town of Cambridge around Queens and St. Catharine’s 

College south from Kings College in different airborne surveys 

2.4.4. Comparison of the airborne datasets 
 
The main dissimilarity of the two airborne surveying methods lies in the density of the 
resulting XYZ point. Where laserscanning data can have a constant sampling density of 
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almost 2.5 point per m2 the automatically matched mass point from stereo aerial images has 
an inhomogeneous distribution depending on the texture and the spectral information of the 
stereo images. The resulting mass points showed in relatively well structured areas 0.8 point 
per m2 density however in less correlating areas it dropped down to 0.2 point per m2. This 
sampling difference accounts for the more detailed description of the surface using LIDAR 
data and a lower resolution one from stereo image matching 
The classical limitation of automated 3D information extraction from stereo images lies in the 
dependency on texturing and spectral information of the data. In case the image has lower 
textured spectral information neither can automatic techniques nor can manual interpreter 
match data points over the image pairs. This is well reflected in the analysed dataset where on 
large open green grass fields no points were found to be matched thus a lack of elevation 
information appeared (Figure 2.4-4).  

 

 

 
Figure 2.4-4.: Density of matched elevation mass points marked with black dots in open grass fields 
around King’s college on upper left image and its interpolated TIN model on the upper right image. No 
matched points were found on lower textured open grass fields marked with blue ellipse. Higher density 
was found around buildings marked with blue square from aerial images. The same area from raw last 
pulse LIDAR data on the two lower images 
 
After determining the spatial distribution of elevation mass points to measure difference the 
algebraic subtraction of the datasets was calculated (equation (2-6.)). The filtered LIDAR 
digital surface model without vegetation was set as a master source for elevation information. 
The stereo matched data set was subtracted from it as following:  
 

ΔDSM = DSM lidar – DSM photo (2-6.)
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The difference was quantified for the whole image by calculating the histogram of the 
difference image (Figure 2.4-5). The histogram has a Gaussian distribution with a mean at 
6.19 m and a standard deviation of 8.55 m. Its extreme values are high; its minimum is at - 41 
m and maximum at 66 m. This reflects a great uncertainty in elevation information and a 
lower elevation accuracy of image matching when compared with laser survey.  Furthermore 
its generally higher elevation information reflects the presence of vegetation cover that was 
not eliminated after the matching process in lack of sufficient point density to serve as a basis 
for filtering. 
 

 
Figure 2.4-5.: Histogram of elevation differences in meters between stereo matched elevation points and 

laser scanned height information  
 
The spatial distribution of the height differences was visualised around the town (Figure 
2.4-6). The results of the elevation differences revealed great height measurement 
dissimilarity in shadowed areas next to high buildings in the centre of the town. This is to be 
explained by the generally lower matching quality in shadows due to changed spectral 
information and the geometrical shadowing on aerial images described in chapter 2.4.1. 
resulting in a low accuracy of elevation information. On the other hand as the edge of 
shadows has a high contrast jump usually matching is performed along the border area as 
visible in Figure 2.4-4. The temporal delay of acquisition between the stereo image pairs can 
cause a displacement in the shadow. Consequently the spatial intersection along the shadow 
might result in incorrect elevation measurement as visible on the same figure. 
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Figure 2.4-6.: Spatial distribution of height differences between stereo matched elevation points and 

laserscanned data. 
 
Another huge difference appeared between the two datasets in the description of urban 
canyons. The sudden elevation drop over streets between high buildings in the city centre was 
modelled differently (Figure 2.4-7). In some cases the radial-symmetric displacement of 
objects in the aerial images was geometrically hindering the matching of the stereo points on 
the street elevation. In other cases the lack of texture on street pavement was hindering the 
search for conjugating points on the streets between high buildings. LIDAR data showed a 
lower information lack that was caused only by the geometrical shading depending on the 
scan angle and the flying height. Thus surface structures with great elevation differences of 
urban canyons were better described using laser scanning. 
 

 
Figure 2.4-7.: Urban canyons in elevation profiles across Cambridge town from different surface models. 
Left image shows the location of the profile on the LIDAR elevation data. Right image shows the extracted 
profile where red arrows refer to urban canyons of streets or courts. 

Location of the profile 

 
Summarising the higher sampling density of LIDAR data was effecting the quality of the 
resulting DSM when compared with data from stereoscopic elevation extraction. Data 
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processing after acquisition is faster to achieve first results than in photogrammetry. However 
photogrammetry can get higher elevation accuracy with manual interpretation then laser 
scanned data. Especially it can be important in urban areas where built-up structures include 
breaklines in the elevation. The effect of elevation uncertainty on steady state flow calculation 
will be analysed and elaborated in the following main chapter.  
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3. Application of urban DTM for flow calculations 
This chapter is dedicated to describe the application of digital terrain data for water surface 
profile calculations in the two introduced study areas. On one hand elevation flow simulation 
was studied in the highly built up urban area of Budapest. On the other hand the town of 
Cambridge was selected for flow calculations. Terrain data processing forming the basis of 
water surface profile calculations was described extensively for both locations in chapter 2. 
Hydrographical and hydrologic data collection will be described in this chapter.  
In lack of sufficient calibration data a reduced number of simulations were possible for the 
town of Cambridge thus the more focus was put on the city of Budapest. Hydraulic 
application was performed with one-dimensional steady flow calculation in HEC-RAS. The 
software is a hydrologic engineering and planning analysis program to perform one-
dimensional steady flow, unsteady flow, sediment transport/mobile bed computations, and 
water temperature modelling. Before proceeding to the description of the water surface 
simulations a short introduction is provided on the basic concepts of flow calculation and the 
utilized model HEC-RAS.  
 

3.1. Fundamentals of flow calculations   
Several approaches for flow calculation exist however only some essential categorization will 
be highlighted in this chapter since the study does not aim to introduce new methodologies to 
hydraulics but to apply the developed spatial data infrastructure for flow calculation. 
Moreover to understand the significance of terrain data source and the importance of quality 
for the selected application. For this reason simple one-dimensional steady state water surface 
calculations were applied using the developed terrain model. 

3.1.1. Fundamentals of open-channel flow calculations 
In open-channel fluid motion is driven by gravity rather than by pressure as with pipe flow. 
Hence flow calculations are based on the simulation of flow motion taking the physical laws 
of fluid dynamics. Computational fluid dynamics is producing solutions in particular 
situations with aid of computers.  
Flows in which water discharge (Q) is constant in time (t) only varies in space (x) are called 
steady flow whereas those where discharge varies with time are referred as unsteady flows. 
Flows that do not vary along steam in their velocity nor cross-sectional area are called 
uniform flows. (Bridge, 2003) Most natural streams are non-uniform. 
Different approaches exist on hydraulic modelling to predict water surface at a given 
discharge. The formulation of unsteady open-channel flow is taking the physical law of the 
conservation of momentum established from Newton’s second law of motion applied to fluid. 
Furthermore fluid motion is described considering the law of conservation of mass (and 
volume) expressed by the continuity equation. (Wainwright, 2004). 
 
Considering flow being one-dimensional and unsteady the equation of motion calculating 
water flow in a river channel can be formulated by the following partial differential equation 
dedicated to Saint-Venant (3-1.): 
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(3-1.) 

 

Where: Sf = friction slope (head loss per unit length) 
 S0 = channel slope  
 g = gravitational acceleration 
 t = time 
v = mean-velocity in the channel 
x = downstream reach length 
 

Considering the flow being uniform the water surface remains a function of the channel slope 
alone (S0). Indicating the flow being non-uniform the formula has to be extended with the 
potential and kinetic energy of the water respectively. Completing the equation to the 
assumption of unsteady flow the calculation has to be extended with the function of time 
(Julien, 2002). 
Flow calculations in unsteady conditions for water level predictions and flow calculations 
along the river can be obtained from the Saint-Venant equation expressed by volume 
conservation in a differential form (3-2.): 
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(3-2.) 

 

Where: d = water depth  
t = time 
v = mean-velocity in the channel 
x = downstream reach length 

 
The two equations (3-1.) (3-2.) together form the Saint-Venant equations (Barré de St.-
Venant, 1871) and are considered as a function of time and space. As a consequence it can be 
used for prediction for a future time step. This procedure is called flow routing. It is an 
essential step of flood forecasting to determine the timing and shape of flood wave at 
successive points of the river furthermore to calculate floodwater depth at a given location of 
the channel (Ward, 1979).  
Exact integration of these equations is practically impossible and can not be solved to an 
explicit function. Numerical solutions are provided as an approximation at a finite number of 
discrete points. The equation can be solves by simplification and numerical integration with 
small steps of time and space (Chanson, 2004).  
 
Flow in open channel can also be considered as simple steady state, closed system where flow 
amount does not vary with time as water progresses downstream. The modelled river reach 
has neither entering tributaries nor evaporation and no storage occurs when flow travelling 
down the reach. In other words the amount of entering inflow and leaving outflow is the 
same. The discharge is constant in space and time, while the cross sectional area wires 
downstream (Chow, 1959). The equation of one-dimensional continuity can be written as 
(3-3.): 
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Where:  Q = discharge 
 x = downstream reach length 
 v = mean-velocity in the channel 
 A = cross-sectional area 

 
The conservation of mass states that the mass can not be created nor destroyed. The difference 
between the mass fluxes entering and leaving the differential control volume is equal the rate 
of increase of internal mass (Julien, 2002). Increase can happen when considering the 
sediment-transport from upstream to downstream or entering tributaries in the channel. The 
continuity equation (3-3.) is a function only of space and not time thus it can be applied 
diagnostically but not prognostic.  
Considering a steady state open channel flow where the cross-sectional area varies 
downstream, but the discharge is constant in space and time, the expression of continuity is 
(3-4.):  
 

1 1 2 2 .. n nQ v A v A v A= = = =  (3-4.) 

A further important function is the uniform flow formula, used to determine normal depth 
(flow depth of uniform flow) in a channel at a given discharge relating mean velocity, flow 
resistance and flow depth. However the last is not calculated directly. Together with other 
basic equations it can be used to determine water-surface profiles thus can be used as a stage-
discharge predictor (Chang, 1988). To calculate average velocity in the river as one of the 
most commonly used formula - besides Chézy and Darcy-Wiesbach formula - is the Manning 
equation which is expressed in metric (SI) units as (3-5.): 
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3 21v R S

n
=  

(3-5.) 

 

Where: R = hydraulic radius  
is given by: R=A/P = wetted area/wetted perimeter 

S = friction slope (energy loss of unite channel length) 
n = Manning’s n (empirical roughness parameter) 
 

The formula denotes that the mean-velocity in a channel is directly related to the hydraulic 
radius and friction slope but is inversely proportional to the roughness coefficient. The 
coefficient Manning’s n is a fully empirical parameter for resistance in the channel causing 
energy loss from upstream to downstream along the channel. The selection of the appropriate 
roughness value has a significant impact on calculation accuracy and will be discussed later.  
 
A further great conceptual distinguish of hydraulic models is based on the spatial extent of the 
calculation. Calculation can be performed in one-dimensional, two-dimensional up to three-
dimensional spatial extent.  
In the one-dimensional approach, water flow is assumed to occur in one dominant spatial 
dimension aligned with the centre line of the main river channel. The geometry of the 
problem is represented in the model by channel and floodplain cross-sections perpendicular to 
the channel centreline. The well-known HEC-RAS model is based on the one-dimensional 
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flow calculation. Hydraulic flow is calculated in complex cross sections that subdivides the 
river channel to discrete sub-areas. In steady conditions conveyance is calculated using the 
Manning’s formula (3-5.). Roughness values for flow calculation can be either defined for 
sub-areas of the channel or as a composite coefficient adopted for the whole channel 
aggregating the values from the sub-areas. (Knight, 1996) 
Besides the traditional one-dimensional approach the progress in computational possibilities 
enabled from the 1970’s more complex two-dimensional methods of analysis. Models to 
predict flood inundation were based on the two-dimensional shallow wave equations and were 
solved for water level and depth-averaged velocities in two spatial dimensions. 
Raster based models like LISFLOOD-FP (Bates, 2000; Horritt, 2001) use a one-dimensional 
representation of channel flow linked to some simple model of flow between grids of cells on 
the floodplain. For example, the magnitude of flow between two neighbouring cells in 
response to a water surface elevation difference can be calculated from Manning’s law, and 
mass conservation then leads to a change in water depth at the two cells. Thus the raster 
model can approximate diffusive wave propagation on the floodplain through this heuristic 
approach. The raster-based approach is often simpler than other finite difference and finite 
models, as element approaches like TELEMAC-2D, which aim to discretise and solve the 
equations governing fluid flow, and thus it may represent a lesser computational burden and 
development cost. (Horritt, 2001).  
Flow routing over floodplains is known to be highly two-dimensional and, notably where 
strong shear layer develops between the main channel and the floodplain, even three-
dimensional (Yu, 2005). Besides one-dimensional and two-dimensional models the 
complexity of hydraulic flows are represented best in three, spatial dimensions. Three-
dimensional models are solving the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations based on the 
conservation of the momentum (Chanson, 2004). However the detailed description of the 
complexity of a full three-dimensional analysis is beyond the scope of this chapter. 
Parallel to international practices dimensional hydraulic models were developed at the 
Budapest University of Technology and Economics in house both at the Department of 
Hydraulic and Water Resources Engineering and the Department of Sanitary and 
Environmental Engineering. First early work is dedicated to the latter institute on wind 
inducted shallow lake flow simulations in one- and two-dimensions but more dedicated to 
water quality modelling (Somlyódy, 1985). Further developments were performed by 
extending the traditional one-dimensional space to two- and pseudo tree-dimensional models 
to describe steady and unsteady processes. (Józsa, 2002) The software SWAN developed by 
Józsa and Krámer (Józsa 2001) is a two-dimensional hydrodynamic model capable to 
simulate flow and sediment transport in both lakes and riverine environment. The background 
of the numerical calculation is based on the the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations.  
 
Though simplifications and uncertainties the majority of one-dimensional numerical hydraulic 
models are used in practical river engineering. The widespread usage in practice might not 
only be explained by the fact that one-dimensional models are (in comparison to higher 
dimensional models) simpler to use and require a minimal amount of input data and computer 
power, but also because the basic concepts and programs have already been around and 
developed for several decades (Pappenberger, 2005). 
 

3.1.2.  Water surface calculation concept of HEC-RAS 
To understand and analyse data quality requirements and resolution issues of spatial data 
input simple one-dimensional steady state calculations were performed in the two study areas 
introduced in chapter 2. Both sections were short river reaches where flow conditions were 
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simplified to constant discharge (Q) along the reach for model sensitivity analysis. Moreover 
there were no major tributaries along the reaches in both study area. For this reason 
simulations were performed with simple steady state component of HEC-RAS. 
 
The US Army Corps of Engineers River Analysis System (HEC-RAS) is a one-dimensional 
hydraulic engineering software developed by the Hydraulic Engineering Center. The system 
encompasses 3 different components including steady flow water surface calculations, 
unsteady flow routing and movable boundary sediment transport computations.  
The applied steady state component of the model is intended to calculate water surface 
profiles for gradually varied flow in the river channel. Computation is based on the solution of 
the one-dimensional energy equation derived from the Bernoulli equation. The energy 
equation to obtain water surface profiles returns the energy head as a function of the potential 
energy head and kinetic energy head (3-6.) (Chang, 1988): 
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(3-6.) 

 

Where: H = energy head 
 z  = elevation of the channel bottom 
 d = water depth  
 α = energy coefficient (flow uniformity) 
V = mean-velocity in the channel 
 

Energy is considered being constant from upstream to downstream along the reach. The losses 
appear due to friction furthermore to expansion and contraction. Conveyance is calculated 
from Manning’s equation (3-5.) where friction is expressed by the Manning’s n roughness 
coefficient. The model is accomplished through a simple user interface, data is stored in 
ASCII files that makes of both geometric data about the river channel and hydraulic data 
manipulation simple furthermore input and output data easily editable. 
The kinetic energy head is based on the mean velocity in the channel and is multiplied with 
the coefficient α in order to account for the flow non-uniformity in the cross section. The flow 
uniformity is given by (3-7.): 
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Where vi is the mean velocity of the subdivided area Ai of a cross-section. The value of α 
increases with flow uniformity. Energy head loss (SΔx) is calculated from upstream (j) to 
downstream (j+1) from cross section to cross section by (3-8.) (Brunner, 2002): 
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Where:  S = Energy gradient or friction slope (energy loss of unit channel length) [m/m] 
Δx = downstream reach length: distance between section j and j+1 
 C = expansion or contraction loss coefficient 
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Figure 3.1-1.: Energy gradient, water surface and channel bottom along a river reach (after Brunner, 

2002) 
 

As a consequence nor is the slope of the channel bottom parallel to the water surface neither 
is it to the energy slope (Figure 3.1-1). The first is a function of the potential energy gradient 
the latter is a result of the kinetic energy of the system.  
Conveyance is calculated by Manning’s equation (3-5.). Channel geometry has to be defined 
in discrete cross sections. This will be described in the next chapter. Based on equation (3-8.) 
computation is performed iteratively with standard-step numerical method. Boundary 
conditions have to be defined in order to initialise water surface profile calculations along the 
channel. For subcritical flow conditions calculation is performed in direction from 
downstream to upstream. Water surface elevation is computed from section to section 
following the direction. In going from section (j+1) to section (j) the stage at section j namely 
dj is computed from the know stage dj+1. (Chang, 1988)  
 
The computation procedure is as following (Brunner, 2002): 
 

1. Compute flow area, velocity and energy gradient at downstream end j+1 based on the 
given stage. 

2. Assumes a water surface elevation (WSj or dj) at the upstream cross section. 
3. Based the assumed water surface elevation, determines the corresponding total 

conveyance, flow area and velocity head. 
4. With values from step 3. computes friction slope and solves equation (3-8.) for energy 

head loss.  
5. With values from steps 3 and 4. solves the equation (3-8.) for WSj (or dj).  
6. Compares the computed value of WSj (or dj) with the value assumed in step 2; repeats 

steps 1 through 5 until the values agree to within 0.003 m or within the user-defined 
tolerance.  

 
Data input of one-dimensional flow calculation in HEC-RAS are of two different category. 
On one hand geometric data is essential on the river channel conditions furthermore flow data 
is needed to perform calculations. Using the HEC-GeoRAS tool the first is supported by GIS 
technology. HEC-GeoRAS is an extension for use with ArcView GIS software program 
written in the Avenue programming language. ArcView is developed and copyrighted by the 
Environmental Systems Research Institute Inc.(ESRI) Redlands, California.  
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3.1.3.  HEC-GeoRAS for spatial data input 
The HEC-GeoRAS is an ArcView extension facilitating the conversion of spatial data themes 
on river channel to support the geometric data requirements of flow calculations in HEC-
RAS. HEC-GeoRAS extension enables the conversion of geographic data to a simple ASCII 
file feeding the geometric input requirement of HEC-RAS. The set of input data for flow 
calculations consists of stream and floodplain structure furthermore topographic information 
of channel bottom and floodplain terrain. Channel structure consists of the following elements 
(Ackerman, 2002) (Figure 3.1-2): 

- Stream centreline: the river network representing the channel thalweg pointing 
downstream and connecting tributaries with junctions. To establish connectivity, 
topology is calculated for the network. River name and reach identifier have to be 
added too.  

- Main channel banks: defining the main channel flow assigned at the intersection of 
main channel bank and the cross-sections bank station. 

- Flow path centreline: is marking the hydraulic flow path in the left overbank, main 
channel, and right overbank by identifying the centre of mass flow. The line is 
used to calculate downstream reach length between cross sections.  

- Cross-sectional cut lines: the location, position and extent of cross sections are 
represented by this linear feature. It should be perpendicular to the flow direction.  

- Levee: is used to delineate linear features that obstruct the lateral flow of water in 
the floodplain.  

 

 
Figure 3.1-2.: Spatial data in HEC-GeoRAS to define geometric input for flow computation in the study 

area Budapest 
 
All of the listed linear spatial layers are represented only by their planar location thus 
additionally have to be attributed with elevation information based on the digital terrain 
model introduced to the system. Extraction of elevation information is performed with an 
intermediate step of three-dimensional layer generation.  
Additionally, land use data can be added to estimate flow resistance coefficients furhtermore 
ineffective flow areas and storage areas can extend flow conditions on the floodplain. 
After elevation information extraction geometric data generated from spatial layers are 
wrapped in an ASCII import file. The file can be imported as geometry data in HEC-RAS. 
Floodplain structure, river system with its connectivity, cross sections and energy loss 
coefficients are defined from the generated spatial import file.  
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3.2. Application of urban terrain for water surface profile 
calculation 

3.2.1. Applied spatial data  
Geometric data was acquired for both study areas in a spatial context using HEC-GeoRAS 
extension to define channel conditions. 
 

 
Figure 3.2-1.: Imported geometric data in HEC-RAS for the study area of Budapest. River channel and its 
cross sections on the left image; location of the selected cross section along the channel marked with red 
cycle in the left image. 
  
In the study area of Budapest geometric data was collected from both remotely sensed terrain 
data merge with the bathymetry data described in chapter 2.3. The description of the urban 
riverbank was according to the built-up structure along the channel of the city revealed on 
Figure 2.3-2. The main channel banks defining the area of main conveyance was set where the 
quay road was meeting the river channel along the modelled reach. Stream centreline was 
digitised from the hydrographical map of the river section introduced in chapter 2.3. Channel 
banks were obtained from the stereo aerial images by manual terrain extraction (Figure 3.1-2 
and Figure 3.2-1). Levee was also extracted with the same techniques from the stereoscopic 
images. Obstruction was defined as the top of the stone wall elevation in the built-up structure 
above the quay road (see Figure 2.3-2). Cross-sectional cut lines were defined according to 
the location of the calibration measurement along the river perpendicular to the river channel. 
Elevation information for each cross section was generated from the merged elevation data of 
stereo photogrammetric surface, topographic terrain and bathymetric depth data described in 
chapter 2.3. All geographic data was imported into HEC-RAS given the spatial tool, HEC-
GeoRAS extension. No land use data was defined since the empirical flow-resistance 
parameter of Manning’s n had to be calibrated for the study area and will be described in the 
following chapters. The modelled reach was restricted to a short 4,5 km long path in the city 
centre. No entering tributaries were defined and flow was assumed to be steady.  
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Table 3.2-1.: Geometric data sources for hydraulic modelling 
 
Data type Source for Budapest Source for Cambridge 

Stream centreline Hydrographic map Land-Line map 

Main channel banks Aerial Images Land-Line map 

Cross-sectional cut lines Set to measurement locations Field survey 

Levee Aerial Images - 

Elevation  Merged terrain dataset LIDAR and Photogrammetry 

 
In the study area of Cambridge geometric data were collected both from field survey and from 
land line maps (Table 3.2-1). Channel banks and streamline was collected from 1:2500 scale 
vector street plans of the UK Ordnance Survey Land-Line data set. Cross section data was 
acquired from the National Rivers Authority data set along the River Cam. Cross sections 
were surveyed in field with an average distance of every 200m along the river. Data were 
provided as cross sectional profiles in CAD format in scale of 1:100 thus first profile 
elevation had to be extracted and converted into spatial data. A reach of more then 10km was 
modelled around the town of Cambridge. Due to the fact that in Cambridge urban built-up 
structures were much simpler when compared to the complex urban river bank in Budapest 
(see Figure 2.3-2 and picture in Figure 2.4-2.) no levee was added to the channel geometry.  
Additionally, to bathymetry data topographic information of the floodplain was obtained by 
laser scanning (chapter 2.4). Furthermore terrain data was collected by stereo photogrammetry 
for the same study area to serve the basis of comparison. A result of the comparative analysis 
is demonstrated and quantified in the following chapters.  

3.2.2. Flow data input 
 
To perform steady calculation in the open channel flow data was required for both study area. 
Water surface profile calculation with known or assumed starting conditions begins at the 
downstream cross section for the performed subcritical flow computation. For this reason 
boundary conditions were established at the downstream end of the reach in both areas.  
In the case of Budapest downstream boundary was initialised in two different ways. Either 
normal depth boundary was used assuming an initial energy slope for normal depth 
calculations based on Manning’s equation (3-5.) at the stating station. In practice it was 
approximated by average channel slope for the modelled reach and was assumed to be 
0.000417 m/m. This initialising condition was used before calibration survey data was 
available. On the other hand field measurements of water surface elevation were available 
from the survey during the great flood event of 2006. Survey method will be described in the 
following chapter. 
Additionally discharge information was required at each cross section to compute water 
surface profiles. Assuming steady state conditions no tributaries entering the system, the 
upstream discharge was assumed to be the same as the downstream discharge. Rating curve 
provided by the Water Resources Research Centre (VITUKI) for the gauging station of 
Vigadó tér in the city centre was used to relate water surface elevation and discharge. The 
available rating curve provided a linear relation between discharge and water surface 
elevation. Even if it is only an approximation of real conditions still is a good basis to start 
calculations.  
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In the study area of Cambridge no gauging data was accessible thus neither measured water 
surface elevations nor discharge data was available to define boundary conditions. For this 
reason reach boundary was set based to the average channel slope of 0.00043 m/m for the 
River Cam. Hydraulic simulations were run with simulated peak discharge data of 50 years 
and 100 years flood events calculated from 32 hours critical rainfall storm. For 50 years event 
flow data was 108.86 m3/s and for 100 years 128.78 m3/s respectively (McMillan, 2007).  
Additionally flow resistance parameter had to be defined for every cross section along the 
river. The required Manning’s n value is an empirical roughness parameter and its 
optimization and the impact of its uncertainty will be discussed in the following chapters.  

3.2.3. Model calibration 

3.2.3.1. Field measurements during the flood event of 2006 in 
Hungary 
 
In spring 2006 the long lasting winter conditions with excessive precipitation was causing a 
significant accumulation of snow in the catchment area of the two major Hungarian river 
systems (Kugler, 2006 [17]). Both in the Carpathian Mountains and the Alps were holding 
back great amount of runoff in form of snow cover at the end of the winter. For this reason the 
seasonal spring snow melt was causing an above normal amount of runoff that was combined 
with heavy rainfall at the end of March. Weather conditions were contributing to the high 
runoff and discharge in the Danube and Tisza Rivers and their tributaries causing severe 
flooding. Flood disaster management was facing enormous problems due to the fact, the two 
major rivers were flooding at the same time which did not appear in the last 100 years. Major 
problems were backwater effects caused at the confluence of tributaries entering into flooding 
rivers since flow of the downstream reach of tributaries were retarded by the extensive 
flooding. The flooding of the Danube River was holding back the flow of the Tisza River 
causing amplified flooding at their downstream confluence in Serbia. Also the River Körös 
was facing confluence problems entering the flooded River Tisza in the South.  
The Danube started rapid rising and flood wave was entering the country on the 27 March 
reaching its flood peak on the 4th April in Budapest. The River has gauging stations every 30 
km along the channel around the country. However in the short modelled reach of Budapest 
only one automatic gauging is operated at present in Vigadó tér. Stage measurements are 
provided in real-time on the internet for most major rivers in Hungary1. 
To calibrate flow calculations and validate simulation results stage and discharge of one 
gauging station was not sufficient. For this reason further ad-hoc observation stations were set 
during the great flood event of 2006. Although no sophisticated measuring equipments were 
available nevertheless the simple techniques record water surface elevation levels were 
sufficient to substitute permanent stage gauges. Observations were simple to perform in built-
up areas were horizontal man-made structures were helping to reconstruct flood levels. The 
survey consisted of the water surface observation at 6 selected locations along the river 
throughout the week of inundation including the rising and the falling conditions. We targeted 
to document linear objects in the inundated area to be able to reconstruct flood levels after the 
event terminated. Data collection was performed by visual observations and using a 10 
megapixel Sony DSC-R1 digital camera (Figure 3.2-2). 
 

                                                 
1 www.vizadat.hu 
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Figure 3.2-2.: Water surface level observations with 10 megapixel digital camera documenting linear 

manmade objects to reconstruct flood levels.  
The elevation of the documented water surface levels were surveyed after the river went in-
bank again. Elevation survey was benefiting from long term elevation survey series of the 
Budapest University of Technology and Economics, Department of Geodesy and Surveying 
performed yearly along the riverbank. The observed and recorded on-site water levels were 
identified and their elevation was surveyed by geodetic levelling. Survey resulted in an error 
of 2-3 mm in elevation furthermore the reconstruction of documented water levels were 
feasible within 5 cm of accuracy which was an unexpected good result. Measurements were 
taken at 7 different locations along the river (Figure 3.2-3). Elevation levels along the river in 
the city centre were reconstructed for the complete 7 days during the flood event. However in 
some locations and dates observations were missing. Thus continuous lines in the figure are 
only connecting daily observations where no data gap was present. Surveying results were 
geo-referenced and integrated into the model calibration and validation process described in 
the following chapters.  
 

 
Figure 3.2-3.. Flood hydrograph surveyed along the River Danube during the 2006 spring flood 
event. X axes refer to dates of the observations. Below the axes the locations of the observations 
together with  the permanent gauging station, Vigadó tér are listed. 
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3.2.3.2. Roughness parameter calibration for Budapest  
The energy equation (3-8.) used in one-dimensional hydraulic modelling to obtain water 
surface profiles is calculating conveyance and velocity coefficient using the Manning’s 
equation (3-5.) The equation contains a key empirical parameter defining surface roughness 
coefficient that is used to evaluate energy loss. The selection of appropriate value for the 
dimensionless quantity of Manning’s n has a significant influence on the accuracy of the 
computed water surface profiles. The parameter is influenced by several different variables 
surface roughness channel alignment, shape, suspended material, vegetation, bed load, etc. 
(Brunner, 2002)  
However Manning’s n is not directly measurable on site nevertheless various approaches exist 
to substitute this forward solution. Some inverse calculations of the Manning’s formula exist 
using gauging data providing essential guidelines for typical channel and floodplain types. 
This general method is the source of n value determinations in the work by Fasken (1963) or 
Hicks (1991). These guides defined n values according to factors like type and size of 
materials composing the bed and the bank of the channel furthermore the shape of the channel 
and the land cover of its floodplain. They are commonly used in engineering practice. 
Other approaches that exist to estimate Manning’s n with semi-empirical equations are based 
on channel properties like bed particle size and hydraulic radius (Figure 3.2-4.:)  
 

 
Figure 3.2-4.: Semi-empirical equations for estimating of hydraulic channel roughness (source: Kidson, 
2005) 
 
However the limitation of these semi-empirical equations is that they are only applicable 
within the range of conditions from which they were derived (Kidson, 2005).  
To obtain accurate water surface elevations from the model the empirical hydraulic parameter 
of Manning’s n had to be calibrated. Nevertheless since field measurements of stage were 
available in flood conditions the one-dimensional steady model could be calibrated using the 
obtained water surface elevation data. The observations during the great flood event of the 
spring 2006 described in the previous chapter were forming a basis for this step. The 
measured water surface elevations at the flood peak of approximately 8000 m3/s discharge 
was the initial flow value of the calibration calculation. Calibration was based on the iterative 
search for appropriate parameter values to fit model output to the observed flood levels. 
Model performance with different roughness values was measured by the degree of fit 
between modelled and observed water surface elevation. No mathematical optimization 
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search was necessary since only one empirical parameter had to be determined for a short 
river reach. Thus a ‘trial and error’ strategy was carried out until the repeated simulation 
results fitted the observed values.  
HEC-RAS is dividing a stream into left -, right floodplains and channel where each of those 
three divisions can be associated with different friction values respectively. To iterate model 
using various hydraulic parameters initial intervals and steps for roughness values were set as 
following (Table 3.2-2): 
 

Table 3.2-2.: Parameterisation of trial and error optimization 
 Intervals Steps 
channel Manning’s n 0.02 - 0.06 0.01 
floodplain Manning’s n 0.02 - 0.1 0.02 

 
Simulations were performed using boundary conditions of observed downstream water 
surface elevation. Steady state simulations were run 25 times with different floodplain and 
channel friction with in the intervals and steps given in Table 3.2-2. Model performance was 
measured by quantitative error assessment. The squared error of the simulated ( ,

sim
xs nWS ) and 

the observed water surface elevation ( ,
obs
xs nWS ) difference was calculated for each model 

output of the different frictions at each cross section (xs) along the river reach by the 
following equation (3-9.):  
 

2
, , ,=( - ) minobs sim

xs n xs n xs nF WS WS =  (3-9.) 

 

Where: ,
obs
xs nWS = observed water surface elevation at a given cross section (xs) with  

defined Manning’s n parameter 
 ,

sim
xs nWS = simulated water surface elevation at a given cross section (xs) with  

defined Manning’s n parameter 
  ,  xs nF = sum of squared error at given cross section (xs) 
 
At the minimum of function ,  xs nF the optimum of channel friction was found. Since the 
majority of the flow was in bank experience showed that floodplain friction values were of 
less importance up to the modelled discharge of approximately 8000 m3/s. For this reason 
(Figure 3.2-5). summarises only the results for channel friction calculations. The three-
dimensional surface is representing ,xs nF as a function of downstream channel distance (y 
axes) and a given roughness value (x axes) and is linearly interpolated between the discrete 
values of the function at each cross section.  
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Figure 3.2-5.: Surface of squared error of observation and simulation difference along the river channel  
 
The minimum of the function was found to be at channel Manning’s n value: 0.03. The mean 
of the squared errors along the channel for this friction was less 3 cm if initiating downstream 
water surface elevation boundary. This was found to be a satisfactory model fitting of 
simulated and observed gauging.  
To check the validity of the calibrated roughness coefficients water surface profiles were 
calculated with all further flow conditions observed during the field measurement of the flood 
event. Validation was based on the boundary condition of the water surface measured at the 
downstream reach end. Figure 3.2-6 visualises the difference between measured water 
surfaces (represented with dashed lines) and the simulated water surface profiles (continuous 
line) using the calibrated Manning’s n value. 
 

 
Figure 3.2-6.: Validity of the calibrated roughness coefficients. Water surface profiles of the validation are 
represented with continuous line, measured water surface profiles are visualised with dashed lines. 
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As visible on the diagram the calculated profiles are running parallel to each other with a 

3.2.4. Roughness sensitivity analysis on the River Cam  
er, 2006 [5]). Neither 

 effect of parameter uncertainty various simulations were run with the same 

Channel n:  0.02 - 0.06  in 0.01 intervals 

 
esulting water surface elevations were visualised in longitudinal profiles along the river 

small difference in-between the measured and the simulated levels. Besides the extreme value 
of 0.45 m at cross section 1200 m in average the maximum difference was not more then 10 
cm along the river in all flow conditions. This validation result could be improved by not 
defining a single roughness coefficient for the whole channel and the floodplain but by 
differentiate the parameter along the channel and set it for all cross sections individually. 
However the difference is in the dimension of the uncertainty in water surface level accuracy 
surveyed during the flood event. The validity of the calibration is limited by available stage-
discharge approximation that does not separate the rising and falling limb of floods. For this 
reason strong assumptions were made during the calibration process. Still it is a basis for 
sensitivity analysis to investigate spatial data infrastructure and not of flow prediction nor of 
flood forecast.  
 

In the study area of Cambridge no calibration data was available (Kugl
in situ water surface gauging nor discharge measurements were present for the River Cam. 
For this reason no iterative search could be done to optimise the empirical parameter of 
Manning’s n. Still the study area was a good basis to perform model sensitivity analysis of 
this parameter. 
To evaluate the
floodplain geometry of the vegetation filtered LIDAR DSM introduced in chapter 2 (see 
Figure 2.4-3) and the flow conditions described in chapter 3.2.2. Manning’s n was altered in 
each calculation by the following predefined intervals: 
 

Floodplain n:  0.02-0.1 in 0.02 intervals 

R
channel to enable the comparison of different parameter settings in the major intervals (Figure 
3.2-7). As visible from the diagram the higher roughness coefficients are related to more 
resistance of the surface and result in higher water level. The lowest surface profile is 
calculated as expected with the lowest roughness of 0.02 for both channel and floodplain area. 
Running the simulation with 0.03 channel roughness and 0.04 floodplain roughness gives an 
elevation difference of 34 cm in average to the lowest combination. The highest simulated 
friction of 0.06 for channel n and 0.1 for floodplain n gives an average of 1.07 m difference to 
the lowest resistance combination. Consequently this empirical roughness parameter has a 
great impact on the calculation accuracy in the computed water surface profiles.  
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Figure 3.2-7.: Water surface profiles along the River Cam with different roughness parameter settings 

 
With the support of HEC-GeoRAS the simulation outputs could be analysed in a spatial 
context. A further measure for model sensitivity of the roughness parameter was the 
difference in inundation extent on the floodplain. Different roughness parameters resulted in 
different flood extent (Figure 3.2-8).  
Water surface profile data and velocity data exported from HEC-RAS simulations can be 
processed by HEC-GeoRAS for spatial analysis for floodplain mapping, flood damage 
computations. The extension facilitates the generation of GIS themes from exported HEC-
RAS simulation results. Floodplain delineation and water depth layers cab be created from 
exported cross-sectional water surface elevations. Velocity themes can also be generated for 
each station along the reach.  
Model outputs for the River Cam were post-processed in ArcView with HEC-GeoRAS 
extension. Resulting water surface profiles in HEC-RAS was forming the basis of inundation 
extent calculation with a spatial reference. Again the filtered LIDAR DSM of the town was 
applied to perform flooded area delineation and water depth calculations. Rasterisation to 
generate surfaces was performed with a cell size of 2 meters (Figure 3.2-8). 
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Figure 3.2-8.: Hydraulic parameter sensitivity in inundation area extent 

The area of the inundated floodplain was quantified for both 100 years and 50 years flood 
events with different roughness values. In a first step cross sectional water elevation profiles 
were interpolated to a two dimensional water surface TIN along the river channel. Rasterising 
this surface the resulting cells were forming the basis for floodplain delineation. Floodplain 
was defined as inundated in cells where water surface elevation was higher than the terrain 
elevation. The boundary of the resulting inundation grid was limited by a bounding polygon. 
Subtracting the rasterised water surface elevation from the terrain model can create a water 
depth grid. Furthermore velocity data exported from HEC-RAS calculations can be 
interpolated to a velocity TIN surface. However the triangulation procedure is only an 
interpolation of the cross sectional information. It does not follow any hydraulic rule between 
the stations but the pure spatial layout of the mass points.  

The area of the delineated floodplain is summarised in Table 3.2-3. Along the 10km modelled 
river reach there was a great difference in the area of the inundation extent. In case of the 50 
years floods the variation was more then 1.6 times when the lowest roughness parameter 
combination was compared to the highest combination. In case of 100years flood this measure 
was only 1.5 times due to its higher flow amount. On the other hand the table reveals that 
channel roughness has with the given conditions a higher impact on the model results then 
floodplain resistance. It can be explained by the fact that main mass of the water flows in 
bank thus roughness has a more significant influence. 
 
Table 3.2-3.: Hydraulic roughness parameter sensitivity of 50 years and 100 years flood events. Inundated 
area is measured in unit of m2. 
50yr       
  Floodplain n Floodplain n Floodplain n Floodplain n Floodplain n 
  0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1
Channel n 0.02 1524784.307 1669583.807 1742371.812 1786289.415 1816660.944
Channel n 0.03 1778362.073 1956302.371     2156278.801
Channel n 0.04 1896304.464   2207076.427   2322215.155
Channel n 0.05 1966802.083     2368958.33 2427404.982
Channel n 0.06 2016881.711 2238456.311 2355477.883 2437971.215 2500659.283
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100yr       
  Floodplain n Floodplain n Floodplain n Floodplain n Floodplain n 
  0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1
Channel n 0.02 1743651.822 1876571.641 1945508.088 1993941.918 2027967.243
Channel n 0.03 1921007.444 2104658.951    2303233.197
Channel n 0.04 2016203.396    2323835.999   2450698.665
Channel n 0.05 2077399.829     2484421.396 2548458.126
Channel n 0.06 2120599.711 2338598.976 2460950.951 2548458.38 2621574.67
 

3.3. Terrain uncertainty analysis of water surface calculations  
One-dimensional steady state flow calculation is sensitive to the right setting of the hydraulic 
roughness parameter as demonstrated in the previous chapter. Yet another major impact is 
dedicated to the accurate description of the channel geometry and the floodplain terrain. For 
this reason an extended sensitivity assessment was performed to estimate the impact of 
elevation information source and inaccuracy. In a first step analysis was run to estimate the 
influence of different terrain models in the study area of Cambridge. Three different remotely 
sensed data sources were supporting the elevation input of the model. LIDAR data, 
photogrammetric surface model and global dataset of SRTM were obtained and processed to 
serve the basis of investigations (as introduced in chapter 2.4). On the other hand the impact 
of randomly added errors in the elevation models was studied to evaluate influence of terrain 
accuracy.  

3.3.1. Different terrain sources for flow calculations on the River Cam  
 
To analyse model sensitivity of elevation accuracy and source steady state flow calculations 
were run for the River Cam using different sources for elevation models extensively analysed 
in chapter 2.4 (Kugler, 2006 [5]). As expected different floodplain geometry input was 
resulting in different water surface elevation (Figure 3.3-1) and different inundation extent 
(Table 3.3-1.). 
Steady state simulations were run with the friction slope boundary in lack of sufficient stage 
data for both 100 years and 50 years flood events. Due to the comparative nature of this study 
focus was put to explore the impact of elevation differences in lack of gauging data input 
simulations were run with no hydraulic calibration. For this reason calculation were 
performed with different floodplain and channel roughness parameters (Manning’s n). Figure 
3.3-1 shows resulting water surface elevation profiles when taking a relatively high roughness 
parameter of 0.04 for channel and 0.06 for floodplain n value.  
Comparing simulation results using processed LIDAR surface model (referred as LIDAR 
DSM) without vegetation revealed a great difference in water surface elevations when 
compared with simulation run over raw LIDAR data and elevation from aerial image 
matching or SRTM. An average surface difference of 50 cm was found between the filtered 
DSM without vegetation, the last pulse LIDAR data and the stereo matched elevation model. 
The difference between the LIDAR DSM and the raw LIDAR data is due to the fact that 
vegetation was eliminated from the filtered DSM however it appears on the raw data (see red 
ellipse on Figure 2.4-2 and Figure 2.4-3.). The caused elevation difference alters the cross 
sectional area from which conveyance is calculated as a consequence it results in a higher 
water surface profile.  
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Further great difference raises from the fact that LIDAR survey was performed in October 
where trees were already falling their leaves enabling the laser beam to penetrate tree canopy.  
In case of aerial images survey was carried out in the high summer season when trees had full 
canopy and vegetation was growing. Consequently stereo image matching resulted in a top of 
the tree height instead of the possible bare earth surface elevation under the vegetation cover. 
As a result the photogrammetric surface model accounts for a generally higher elevation 
surface as already quantified by the mean of the histogram calculated for the height difference 
model (see Figure 2.4-5). The comparison of the flow simulation run over airborne elevation 
data with space borne SRTM data shows a higher uncertainty in predicting water surface 
elevation that is related to higher inaccuracy of elevation data resulting from its global nature 
and lower spatial resolution.  
 

 
Figure 3.3-1.: Water surface elevation simulation of 50 years flooding along the River Cam in Cambridge 

calculated using different terrain sources 
 
Results from the hydraulic computations were exported to ArcView enabling post-processing 
in a spatial context. Inundation area was calculated by HEC-GeoRAS spatial tool introduced 
in the previous chapter. Flood extent was delineated using the simulated water surface 
elevation and the digital surface model (Table 3.3-1). Inundation area was delineated where 
the water surface elevation was higher than the terrain elevation. A rasterisation cell size of 2 
meters was used to grid inundation extent in the post-processing.  
Inundation extent was found to increase from stereo matched, lower quality elevation data 
over LIDAR first and last pulse data to LIDAR processed DSM (Table 3.3-1). The result 
might appear to be opposing the calculated water surface profiles. However considering that 
the stereo matching produces more scattering of the floodplain surface (see Figure 2.4-4) in 
addition to generally higher elevation it explains how higher water profiles can still be 
associated with lower inundation extent. Delineating inundation where water surface is higher 
than the terrain elevation therefore can result in a lower flood extent. SRTM showed the 
smallest flood area of all data sources which can be explained by the lower resolution 
accompanied with higher average elevation information.  
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Table 3.3-1.: Inundation extent in km2 along the River Cam in Cambridge simulated using various 
elevation sources and different hydraulic parameter of Manning’s n 
 

50 yrs 
flood 

Floodplain 
0.02 

Channel 0.02 

Floodplain 
0.06 

Channel 0.02 

Floodplain 
0.1 

Channel 0.02 

Floodplain 
0.02 

Channel 0.04 

Floodplain 
0.06 

Channel 0.04 

Floodplain 
0.1 

Channel 0.04 
Stereo 
matched 0.614 0.630 0.636 0.710 0.771 0.796 
Lidar First 
Pulse  0.768 0.816 0.830 1.365 1.623 1.704 
Lidar Last 
Pulse  0.758 0.798 0.812 1.290 1.506 1.575 

Lidar DSM 0.768 0.8224 0.8600 1.908 2.293 2.421 

SRTM 0.346 0.381 0.387 0.392 0.434 0.443 
 

100 yrs 
flood 

Floodplain 
0.02 

Channel 0.02 

Floodplain 
0.06 

Channel 0.02 

Floodplain 
0.1 

Channel 0.02 

Floodplain 
0.02 

Channel 0.04 

Floodplain 
0.06 

Channel 0.04 

Floodplain 
0.1 

Channel 0.04 
Stereo 
matched 0.667 0.689 0.696 0.790 0.867 0.901 
Lidar First 
Pulse  0.758 0.798 0.812 1.290 1.506 1.575 
Lidar Last 
Pulse  1.185 1.234 1.249 1.532 1.759 1.851 
Lidar DSM 1.576 1.739 1.823 2.158 2.510 2.662 
SRTM 0.392 0.434 0.443 0.456 0.566 0.625 

 
The results can be further explained by the hydraulic computation of conveyance in HEC-
RAS based on Manning’s equation to calculate water surface profiles from one cross section 
to the next (Brunner, 2002). In steady state conditions discharge does not vary along the 
channel and is calculated by the representative friction slope (in other words the energy head 
loss from upstream to downstream) multiplied by conveyance (equation (3-10. )): 

1
2    Q K S=  

(3-10. ) 

 

Where: Q = discharge [m3/s] 
 K = conveyance [m3/s] 
 S = friction slope [m/m] 

Conveyance is a function of the roughness parameter (Manning’s n value) and cross sectional 
geometry (equation (3-11. )):  

2
31     K A R

n
=  

(3-11. ) 

 

 
Where: N = Manning’s roughness coefficient  

 A = wetted area [m2] 
 R = hydraulic radius [wetted area / perimeter] 

 
Thus if the cross sectional area of the reach decreases – which is in case of using raw not 
processed LIDAR data or matched digital elevation data with vegetation – the water surface 
elevation has to increase together with the energy head loss to get a steady state conditions – 
constant discharge – over the river reach. 
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3.3.2. Terrain data corruption for flow calculations  
After estimating the impact of different elevation source in steady state flow calculations the 
effect of DEM accuracy was assessed in the study area of Budapest.  
To simulate height inaccuracy data was corrupted with random elevation error in the flow 
calculation. To asses the impact of height uncertainty on channel and floodplain elevation 
several simulations were run with the same hydraulic and but different geometric conditions. 
Elevation information in HEC geometry files were corrupted with a random error added to the 
terrain data. The error was generated in MATLAB using its RANDN function returning 
normally distributed random numbers.  
Terrain error in the flow calculations was generated with the following formula (3-12. ):  
 

      corr origDTM DTM RANDN= +  (3-12. ) 

 
The algorithm is based on the default method of Marsaglia’s Ziggurat algorithm (Marsaglia, 
2000). However it is well-known that computer generated numbers are only pseudo-random 
numbers due to the deterministic characteristics of computers. Thus the stochastic 
characteristics of the values might be affected. The distribution of the random noise values is 
demonstrated on the histogram in Figure 3.3-2: 
 

 
Figure 3.3-2.: Histogram of normal distributed random values with the expected value of 0 and a standard 

deviation of 1 generated with RANDN function in MATLAB.  
 
A series of error values were generated with different statistical properties and were added to 
the terrain information. The noise constantly had a normal Gaussian distribution with a mean 
of 0m. The standard deviation of its distribution was altered several times in discrete steps of: 
0.3, 0.5, 1, 2, 5 m.  
To assess the impact of elevation inaccuracy several flow simulations were run with different 
random DTM error of the same standard deviation. Simulations were repeated with the same 
category of terrain corruption until the expected value of the simulation n+1 was fitting a 
defined threshold difference between the average of the previous n-times run simulations and 
the simulation n+1. (3-13. ) 
 

1
1

1 n

i n
in
ε ε ε+

=

− ≤∑  
(3-13. ) 
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The threshold was set as low as 0.005m for water surface elevation difference between the 
last iteration and the average of the previous iterations. In average iterations were run about 
40 times with the same standard deviation of the terrain corruption. 
Simulations were run with a discharge of 7450 m3/s in flooding conditions that was calculated 
for the day before the flood peak arrived to Budapest. Channel and floodplain roughness was 
set according to the calibration results of 0.03 at channel Manning’s n value and 0.08 for the 
floodplain Manning’s n. Boundary condition was the downstream water surface elevation 
measured in field on the same day. Geometry data was corrupted only by the random error in 
the elevation information while other channel geometry parameters remained unmodified 
during the simulations.  
The resulting water surface elevation for a given type of terrain error was analysed with 
various statistical parameters. In a first step the average of the repeated runs was calculated 
for each error type.  
 

 
Figure 3.3-3.: Water surface profiles simulated with corrupted terrain data in Budapest 

 
Figure 3.3-3 demonstrates the average of the water surface profiles calculated from the 
corrupted simulations with different standard deviation of the error distribution. The corrupted 
calculations are compared with the non-corrupted simulation result and the surface profiles of 
the field measurement.  
The greatest water surface elevation difference was calculated at the upstream end of the 
modelled reach as a consequence of setting a fixed surface boundary at the downstream end. 
The maximum difference of 0.043 m was computed at the upstream end of the reach when 
corrupting terrain values with the error of 5m standard deviation. The difference decreased in 
the downstream direction. The difference between the non-corrupted (referred as simulated in 
Figure 3.3-3) and corrupted elevation calculation is much less for the 1 and 2 m standard 
deviation noise. The average difference is 0.003 m for the 1 m simulations and 0.006 m for 
the 2 m corruption was found.  
Differences resulting from terrain corruption were compared with those resulting from 
roughness uncertainty. Similar to roughness uncertainty analysis on the Cam River (chapter 
3.2.4) in the study area of Budapest repeated simulations were run with the same geometry 
but different hydraulic parameters. The same Manning’s n intervals were used as in case of 
Cambridge both for floodplain and channel roughness. Figure 3.3-4.: demonstrates that the 
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lowest surface profile is calculated with the lowest roughness of 0.02 for both channel and 
floodplain area. Running the simulation with 0.03 channel roughness and 0.04 floodplain 
roughness gives already a significant elevation difference of 2,5 m in average. The highest 
simulated friction of 0.06 for channel n and 0.1 for floodplain n gives an enormous 6.30 m 
average difference to the lowest resistance combination. Comparing hydraulic parameter 
sensitivity to terrain uncertainty the empirical roughness parameter showed a notably greater 
impact on the calculation accuracy in the computed water surface profiles. 
 

 
Figure 3.3-4.: Water surface profiles in Budapest with different roughness parameter settings 

 
The same terrain corruption simulations were run over the urban study area of Cambridge. A 
series of error values were added to the terrain data to simulate elevation inaccuracy. The 
mean value of the added noise was 0m with a standard deviation of 3 m. Similarly, to the 
Budapest model simulations were repeated with different random error generated in 
MATLAB. Iterations were run until the expected value of the last iteration was approximating 
the average of the previous iterations with a difference lower than half cm. Empirical 
roughness parameter was set to 0.04 for channel n and 0.06 for floodplain n. Simulations were 
run for both 50 and 100 years flood events.  
Figure 3.3-5.: illustrates the average of the water surface iterations compared with the not 
corrupted simulation shape for the 100 years flood event. The greatest elevation difference of 
18cm was found at the upstream end of the modelled reach. However both at the mid part and 
at the downstream end of the reach the figures run smoothly together the difference 
approaching 0 m.  
Comparing these results to the impact of roughness parameter uncertainty on the simulation 
results (Figure 3.2-7) we can conclude that similarly to simulations performed in Budapest 
water surface profile calculation had a significant sensitivity to roughness parameter setting. 
Evaluating iteration outputs for terrain inaccuracy (Figure 3.3-5.:) the influence is observably 
lower than the impact of roughness uncertainty even though here floodplain was more 
extensively inundated than in study area of Budapest.  
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Figure 3.3-5.: Water surface profiles simulated with corrupted terrain data in Cambridge 

 
The unexpected low value for simulation differences reveals that the one-dimensional water 
surface profile calculation in HEC-RAS is not particularly sensitive to terrain inaccuracy. The 
result could be linked to different elevation sources with different vertical inaccuracy as 
shown in Table 2.2-1 and introduced in chapter 2.2. Yet it has to be added that remotely 
sensed terrain data can have a significantly different result caused by its differences in 
resolution or survey techniques as observed on the comparison of LIDAR, stereo aerial 
images and SRTM data.  
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4. Flood detection from space 
A methodology for satellite based flood detection developed by Brakenridge, (2007) was 
modified and implemented on an automatic operational basis (Kugler, 2007 [3]). The 
technique uses AMSR-E passive microwave remote sensing data of the descending orbit, H 
polarization, 36 GHz band which is sensitive to water surface changes. The sensor revisits 
every place on Earth once per day and can therefore provide a daily temporal resolution. 
Sensor data is available 24 hours after acquisition. Setting a threshold to the signal of water 
surface change allows the detection of riverine inundation events.  
The comparison of in-situ stage gauging and satellite measurements show a significant 
correlation in the increase of river discharge on-site and changes in the observed signal of the 
sensor. Thus the technique for the detection of flood events in ungauged and inaccessible 
remote river channels is feasible from space. 
A procedure chain was developed to automatically acquire and process the remotely sensed 
data in real time on an operational basis. After the validation of the satellite based Global 
Flood Detection System2 (GFDS) the remotely observed flood events are to be integrated into 
the Global Disaster Alert and Coordination System3 (GDACS) including the estimation of its 
humanitarian impact (De Groeve & Kugler, in press [2]). GDACS is running at the Joint 
Research Centre (JRC) of the European Commission providing near real-time alerts about 
humanitarian and natural disasters around the world and tools to facilitate response 
coordination, including news and maps. 

4.1. Introduction 

4.1.1.  Background of global flood detection 
Floods are most frequent natural disasters (46%) and cause most human suffering and loss 
(78% of population affected by natural disasters). They occur twice as much and affect about 
three times as many people as tropical cyclones. While earthquakes kill more people, floods 
affect more people (20000 affected per death compared to 150 affected per death for 
earthquakes) (OFDA/CRED, 2006). A study of the United Nations University (2004) shows 
that floods impact over half a billion people every year worldwide and might impact two 
billion by 2050, of which a disproportionate number live in Asia (44% of all flood disasters 
worldwide and 93% of flood-related deaths in the decade 1988-1997). According to a 2003 
report of the World Water Council, flood and drought losses increased globally ten-fold 
(inflation corrected) over the second half of the 20th century, to a total of around US$ 300 
billion in the 1990s. Since 2002, losses are estimated at US$ 96 billion (OFDA/CRED, 2006). 
In general on third of humanitarian aid goes to flood related disasters and the European 
Commission alone has spent €36 million on floods since 2002 (excluding funds for the 
tsunami of 2004). 
Notwithstanding the seriousness of the socio-economic consequences of floods, there is at 
present no global system for their prediction nor even for consistent identification of flood 
events. Currently floods are not monitored systematically in all countries let alone globally. 
Less than 60% of the runoff from the continents is monitored at the point of inflow in the 
ocean, and the distribution of runoff within the continent is even less monitored (Bjerklie, 
2003 and Fekete, 1999). Most international water management groups underline the need for 
core hydrological data. However monitoring stations around the world are decreasing in the 
past decades and decreasing number of stage records are available (Calmant, 2006). A large 
                                                 
2 www.gdacs.org/floods 
3 www.gdacs.org 
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set of river discharge data is collected by the Global Runoff Data Centre (GRDC) in the 
framework of international hydrological networks from in situ gauging stations with near 
global coverage (Figure 4.1-1). However, such internationally shared runoff data are usually 
provided as monthly mean values and not daily values in near-real time. Daily discharge data 
is only provided for the locations marked with blue dots. 

 
Figure 4.1-1.: Best on-site gauging discharge stations around the globe collected at GRDC. Only blue 
stations are currently active. (soruce: GRDC) 
 
Global Flood Detection System (GFDS) aims to fil this lack of information to provide satellite 
based flow information around the globe substituting the missing on-site gauging in many 
parts of the world.  

4.1.2. State of the art of flood detection from space  
Most developed countries have reasonably sophisticated flood-forecasting systems which are 
based on models using real-time reporting of extreme precipitation and other surface 
meteorological and hydrological variables from in situ, radar and in some cases, satellite 
observations (Bates, 2000; Beven, 1979; De Roo, 2000; Galland, 1991; Horritt, 2001). Such 
sophistication does not extend, however, to the developing world. For instance, in the 
Mozambique during the floods of 2000, only a handful of precipitation stations in the country 
were reporting information over the WMO Global Telecommunication System—a number 
that would have made predictive modeling used in most flood-prediction systems in the 
developed world unfeasible to implement (Lettenmaier, 2006). 
If floods can not be forecasted on a global scale, they may be detected in near-real time. 
Recent availability of daily satellite observations can provide the mean to do so. Barrett 
(1998) and others have shown that hydrographic data can be obtained from satellite sensors. 
However, most studies are restricted by the use of satellite resources not enabling daily 
monitoring. 
The use of sensors in the visible or infrared portion of the spectrum is limited due to cloud 
cover. The microwave portion of the spectrum is not restricted by cloud cover. Early work on 
active (Smith, 1997) and passive (Sippel, 1994) microwave sensors for flood monitoring 
could not rely on satellites with daily revisit times. Since 1997 a set of new generation 
microwave instruments has been launched with improved performance and daily revisit 
capability. One of these, the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer - Earth Observing 
System (AMSR-E) instrument on board of the NASA EOS Aqua satellite (launched in 2002), 
also has an extremely efficient data distribution mechanism making the data available for 
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public download only hours after their acquisition (Ashcroft, 2003). The US National Snow 
and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) provides preliminary swath data within 16 to 72 hours after 
acquisition on board. Since its launch in 2002, researchers looked at using there data for soil 
moisture monitoring (Njoku, 2003), rainfall monitoring (Hossain 2004) and flood forecasting 
(Bindlish, 2004; Lacava, 2005), but not flood detection. 

4.2. The Global Flood Detection Tool (GFDS) 

4.2.1. Methodology  
The Global Flood Detection System (GFDS) aims to provide a systematic detection of 
riverine flooding around the world (Kugler, 2006, [9]). The techniques modifies the 
methodology first developed at the Dartmouth Flood Observatory (DFO) (Brakenridge, 2005) 
to monitor river sites and detect flooding by using the microwave radiation difference of land 
and water. Brackenridge developed a method for daily monitoring of river systems around the 
globe based on AMSR-E data (Figure 4.2-1). They demonstrate that, using a methodology 
first developed for wide-area optical sensors (Al Khudhairy, 2002; Brakenridge, 2007), 
AMSR-E can measure river discharge changes and river ice status.  
The modified methodology (Kugler, 2006, [9]) uses the 36GHz H-polarization band of the 
descending (nightly) orbit of AMSR-E with a footprint size of approximately 8x12km, 
available in the level 2A product. Night time radiation is more stable than day time, for this 
reason only descending swaths of the sensor were used.  
 

 
Figure 4.2-1.: AMSR-E passive microwave satellite data used for detecting floods on a global scale 
(Ashcroft, 2003) 
 
The aim of the method is to detect water surface area change or, in other words, observe 
riverine inundation increase (land cover change) of a flood event from passive microwave 
sensor. Due to the different thermal inertia and emission properties of land and water the 
observed microwave radiation in general accounts for a lower brightness temperature (Tb) for 
water and higher for land (Figure 4.2-2). This makes it possible to detect inundation change of 
a river site in a sub-pixel dimension since most of the monitored river channels are not as 
wide as the observation footprint.  
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To monitor flood events, the brightness temperature values for a number of observation sites 
over selected river location were extracted from the AMSR-E satellite data. During a flood 
event – where water goes over bank – the increased water surface of the inundated area will 
cause a decrease in the brightness temperature (Tb) value detected by the satellite.  
 

 
Figure 4.2-2.: Methodology of the Global Flood Detection System (GFDS). Blue line in time is related to 
the wet/measurement pixel received over the river channel (M), green line is related to the dry/calibration 
(C) pixel not affected by the riverine flooding.  
 
However, in spite of the great radiation dissimilarity of water and land, the raw brightness 
temperature observations are too noisy to reliably detect changes in surface water area. This is 
because brightness temperature measures are influenced by other factors such as physical 
temperature, permittivity4, surface roughness and atmospheric moisture. While the relative 
contribution of these factors cannot be measured, they are assumed to be constant over a 
larger area. Therefore, by comparing a “wet signal” received over a river channel of a 
potential inundation location (M: measurement pixel) with a “dry signal” (C: calibration 
pixel) without water cover the mentioned noise factors can be minimized. Thus normalisation 
of the wet signal by the dry observation was implemented where the brightness temperature 
values of the measurement/wet signal (Tbm) were divided by the calibration/dry observations 
(Tbc), referred to as M/C ratio (4-1.):  
 

  m

c

TbM ratio
C T

=
b

                                                

 

 

(4-1.) 
 

 
Results of this kind of calibration eliminates daily and seasonal temperature changes, soil 
moisture, vegetation influences in its time series by assuming that the wet and the dry location 
has the same properties except for the water surface extent (Figure 4.2-3). 

 
4 Permittivity is a physical quantity that describes how an electric field affects and is affected by a dielectric medium, and is 

determined by the ability of a material to polarize in response to the field, and thereby reduce the total electric field inside 
the material. Thus, permittivity relates to a material's ability to transmit (or "permit") an electric field. 
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Figure 4.2-3.: M/C ratio (red line) minimises radiation variation originating from seasonal variations, soil 
moister, cloud cover and vegetation influences. Blue and green lines represent M (Tbm) and C (Tbc) 
observation time series respectively. 
 
The time series of the M/C Ratio provides the basis of the space borne river gauging 
measurements and flood detection. During normal flow conditions water stays in-bank, dry 
and wet signals have nearly the same trend over time from space (Figure 4.2-3). As soon as 
the river floods and water goes over-bank, the proportion of water in the wet pixel greatly 
increases. The radiation received over the wet pixel lowers due to the lower emission of water 
while the dry pixel stays with minor variations constant. Consequently, there is a strong 
response in the M/C ratio in case of an inundation event (Figure 4.2-4). 
 

 
Figure 4.2-4.: Flood event detected on the River Indus in Pakistan in September 2003 from the M/C time 
series (red line). 

FLOOD EVENT
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4.2.2. Site selection 
 
Observation sites over river channels were set up around the globe. The list of sites initially 
monitored by Brankenridge (2007) – about 100 locations – was extended to 2600 sites (Figure 
4.2-5) (Kugler, 2006 [9]). Sites were selected if they were sensitive to surface water area 
change with increasing discharge. Selection was made manually at DFO based on historical 
flood events detected in MODIS low resolution images mounted on the same satellite 
platform Aqua.  

 
Figure 4.2-5.:Space-borne gauging stations around the globe monitored daily by GFDS 

 
Calibration pixels were selected to be close to the measurement pixel – to enable the 
assumption of constant vegetation, soil moisture and meteorological conditions – but far 
enough not to be affected by flood inundation (Figure 4.2-6). 
 

 
Figure 4.2-6.:Footprint of the observation site over the Amazon River in Brazil. Blue dot refers to the 
footprint of the “wet” (measurement) pixel observation, green dot to the calibration “dry” pixel. 
(Background: Google Earth) 
 
Observations and flood alerts are summarised in a database and visualised in the form of 
maps on the GFDS web page distributing information on the internet5. 

4.2.3. Source data 
The methodology of Brakenridge (2007) was developed with daily composite images. It was 
adapted for the level 2A swath data of the AMSR-E sensor (Figure 4.2-7.:) (Kugler, 2006 
                                                 
5 www.gdacs.org/floods 
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[9]). The preliminary swath data used for the flood detection is provided by the National 
Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) available within 12 hours after the acquisition on 
platform (Ashcroft, 2003). DFO was using the level 3 global composite images with a 3 day 
lag which is much slower than the distribution of the swath data used for GFDS (Figure 
4.2-7). In addition the swath has a higher spatial resolution, 10 km instead of 25 km grid for 
the level 3 daily global composite. It is therefore more suitable for near-real time flood 
detection however its spatial properties defer from the gridded level-3 standard product.  
 

 
Figure 4.2-7.: Left image: near-real time swath data used at JRC; right image: daily composite used by 
Brakenridge, left image: swath data used for GFDS  
 
In contrast to the mosaiced and gridded global composite data, the location of the observation 
in the swath data slightly varies from day to day. Consequently the distortion and scanning 
angle of the observation vary from day to day too. This means that the observations from 
different swaths – different days – for the same site are not necessarily easily comparable. 
Not only the scanning angle but also the footprint size differs from swath to swath in the 
received signal. The two variations – the observation geometry and the spatial coverage – 
might cause a change in the percentile of water in the observation; as a result one observation 
might include more or less water. The influence of these parameters was not further 
investigated in detail however it is one source for noise in the signal.  
To select pixels covering the target observation site, a threshold of 0.1 decimal degrees (or 
about one pixel size) was used. Pixels are not considered where the centre is farther than this 
distance from the target observation site. 
The brightness values of the swath data differ from the resampled global composite data at a 
given location. However, the time series of both signals show as expected a high correlation 
(Figure 4.2-8). Scaling the values for a given site based on linear regression the swath data 
can be transformed to the gridded data easily.  
 

 
Figure 4.2-8.: Correlation of swath based and daily composite grid-based AMSR-E signals for the River 
Sittang around the city Pyinmana in Myanmar (Site ID 39) 
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4.2.4. Implementation of GFDS as a distributed system 
The Global Flood Detection System is a distributed system. Similar to GDACS humanitarian 
alert system many components are involved in GFDS from earth observing systems, over 
various processing systems to alert communication systems. One way of looking at it is that 
GFDS allows any mobile phone owner in the world (GDACS is an open service) to receive 
(processed) information on ongoing floods from the AMSR-E instrument on the Aqua 
satellite in a fully automatic way (De Groeve & Kugler, in press [2]). 
Figure 4.2-9 describes the 5 systems: NASA’s AMSR-E sensor (itself composed of many 
systems), the National Snow and Ice Data Centre data distribution system (NSIDC), the 
Global Flood Detection System (GFDS), a global spatial data infrastructure (GSDI) and the 
Global Disaster Alert and Coordination System (GDACS). The latter three systems are hosted 
at JRC.  

 
Figure 4.2-9.: Overview of systems involved in providing global flood disaster alerts. 
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Component systems are loosely connected and communicate in ad-hoc ways, although often 
following standards. NSIDC data are transferred to JRC using the ftp protocol; they are then 
processed and stored by the GFDS and published as standard XML6 feeds, such as GeoRSS7, 
a de-facto standard for web services. GDACS reads GeoRSS feeds and uses the GSDI8 web 
processing services to obtain data on population and critical infrastructure (using an in-house 
web service protocol) and publishes reports containing maps obtained from GSDI using 
standard OGC WMS9  calls. Currently, GDACS is not processing input from the GFDS yet. 

                                                 
6 The Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a general-purpose specification for creating custom markup languages 
7 GeoRSS is an emerging standard for encoding location as part of an RSS feed. (RSS is an XML format used to describe 

feeds of content, such as news articles) 
8 The Global Spatial Data Infrastructure supports ready global access to geographic information. 
9 Open Geospatial Consortium Web Map Service protocol. OGC is a non-profit, international, voluntary consensus standards 

organization that is leading the development of standards for geospatial and location based services 
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Further work is needed to optimize omission and commission of GFDS alerts, in order to 
provide reliable flood alerts for further processing by GDACS (Figure 4.2-10). 
On average, the time between the flood event and the flood alert is around 36 hours (Figure 
4.2-9). Since the satellite passes most locations on earth once per day, the delay between flood 
(t0) and observation (t1) is between 0 and 24 hours, with an average of 12 hours. From the 
time of observation to publication on the NSIDC ftp site (t2) takes on average 24 hours (based 
on 1 year operation of GFDS). A download to JRC archive of one AMSR-E swath file takes 
on average 10 minutes, but since multiple swathes are often published at once, the download 
time averages to about 1 hour. Files are available at JRC for processing (t5) on average 25 
hours after observation or between 25 and 49 hours after a (sudden) flood event. Processing 
by GFDS is a matter of minutes. Data for 2500 pixels are extracted from the data files in less 
than 10 seconds and inserted in a MySQL10 database. The flood signal (C/M ratio, with 4 day 
average) is recalculated with the new data and XML feeds are published dynamically. For 
other disasters, GDACS routinely checks data sources each 5 minutes and would do so too for 
GFDS. GDACS impact models typically run in less than 1 minute. 
One disadvantage of distributed systems is that the whole system is depending on composing 
systems. For example, GFDS is completely dependent on a single data provider, NSIDC, with 
which no formal service level agreement has been signed at this point in time. Furthermore, 
the system is also dependent on data from a single satellite, with a limited life time. To make 
GFDS more robust, more data sources and data providers must be brought in, making the 
system even more distributed.  
 

 
Figure 4.2-10.: GFDS home page. Floods appearing in the media and GFDS observations for the River 
Pungue in Mozambique 
 

                                                 
10 MySQL is an open-source relational database management system (RDBMS)  
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4.3. Satellite gauging time series analysis 

4.3.1. Calibration of orbital gauging to in situ discharge measures 
Brakenridge (2007) calibrated M/C gauging signals observed from AMSR-E satellite images 
to in-situ discharge measure es. In their study they analysed orbital gauging signal response to 
discharge change. Two examples were investigated in detail, the Wabash River near Mt. 
Carmel, Indiana and the Red River in North Dakota, U.S.A.The relation was visualized in the 
form of scatterplots on arithmetic scales. Diagrams revealed a polynomial relation of 3-4th 
order (Figure 4.3-1).  

y = -1816779025.58x4 + 7401076339.94x3 - 11282380698.90x2 + 7629158852.64x - 1931053962.88
R2 = 0.66
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Figure 4.3-1.:Scatter plots of AMSR-E gauging signals versus gauging station discharge for the Wabash 

River U.S.A (source: Brakenridge 2007) 
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Several other sites were investigated on European river sections with significant correlation 
between observed and measures river gauging (Figure 4.3-1) (Kugler, 2006 [9]).  
 

 
Figure 4.3-2.: Time series of M/C raw signals for observation site along the River Elbe, Germany (site ID 
655) compared with: stage hydrograph of the same location 
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However, major differences between the discharge measurement system developed by 
Brakenridge and the GFDS is that the brightness temperature values are not converted into a 
river discharge value. The aim of the flood monitoring methodology is only to record flood 
events, thus setting a threshold of the gauging signal from which the normal flow conditions 
change to flood situations. Thus there is no need to calibrate the values with the in-situ 
measured discharge data from gauging stations. This imposes fewer constraints on how the 
wet (M) and the dry (C) brightness values are compared. Indeed, the system is simplified to a 
simple M/C ratio threshold that derives major flood, flood and normal flow conditions. 

4.3.2. Different sources of noise 
Although notable correlation was found between the orbital gauging signals and the on-site 
stage hydrographs at many sites the signal was found to be noisy when compared to daily 
discharge data provided at gauges on-site (Figure 4.3-2). 
At this point it has to be noted that the system is based on the observation of water surface 
extent and not water surface elevation. There is an observed high correlation between the two 
parameters as described in the previous chapters. Yet stage hydrographs surveyed at gauges 
on-site do not represent the same physical phenomena such as inundation area extent. 
Additionally to observations the maximum extent of the water surface at a given point of the 
river channel has usually a temporal delay when compared with the maximum water surface 
elevation. Thus the stage hydrograph might be already in falling while the extent of the 
inundation is still increasing. For this reason a temporal shift of the M/C ratios was introduced 
when compared with stage hydrographs. Even though the raw space born gauging signal 
reflects the same trend as the water elevation levels still was found to be unstable and noisy 
for longer time interval (Figure 4.3-2). 
The signal is influenced by many different factors besides the water surface area change. 
Noise in the signal might be due to several influences in the microwave radiation received at 
the sensor. Some were already mentioned in the previous chapters such as the varying 
scanning geometry and footprint size of each swath. Additionally the path of the radiation 
through the atmosphere shall not be neglected too. Cloud cover over a scanned area has an 
impact on the emitted radiation. 
Besides the variety of possible sources for noise one notable difference between active radar 
or passive visible range remote sensing is that the radiance received at the passive sensor is of 
extremely weak magnitude (Lillesand, 1999). This also accounts for a proportion of noise. 

4.3.3. Spatial averaging  
The fractional area of the water in the wet pixel varies from swath to swath due to the 
different observation geometry every day. Therefore to reduce noise in the observed signal in 
a first approach spatial averaging of the surrounding pixels was performed. 
Spatial resampling of all frequency channels is provided in the Level 2 data to simplify the 
comparison of different channels with different footprint size. All frequency channels are 
available at an un-sampled Level 1B resolution. All higher-resolution channels are resampled 
to correspond to the footprint sizes of the lower-resolution channels. The Level-2A algorithm 
spatially averages the multiple samples of the higher-resolution data into the coarser 
resolution instantaneous field of view (IFOV) of the lower-resolution channels with the 
Backus-Gilbert method (Ashcroft, 2003).  
A test was set up to use the spatial averaged dataset resampled at 27x16 km (resolution 3) 
instead of the unsmoothed original 8x12 km spatial resolution. Results are shown in Figure 
4.3-3. 
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Figure 4.3-3.:Spatial averaged and temporal filtered M/C signals for site along the River Niger in Mali 
 
The test did not reveal a notable smoothening effect of the resampled channel indicating that a 
spatial averaging approach does not significantly reduce noise (Figure 4.3-3). 

4.3.4. Temporal averaging   
In a second step a temporal averaging was introduced to reduce the swath to swath variation 
of the signal. The signal for a given day was averaged from the signals in the last 3 days and 
the signal for the current day. This 4 days average stabilised the signal more effectively then 
the spatial resampling described above (Figure 4.3-3). A further advantage related to the 
temporal averaging compared to the spatial filter is that on days where data are missing or 
near-real time data are provided with major delay, the M/C ratio can still be calculated from 
the average of the observations from the previous days. Thus from the trend of the previous 
days an estimation for the current day can be provided. This method accords with the multi-
day duration of most floods. 
Currently the operational flood monitoring system is applying the 4 days average to 
systematically calculate M/C signals around the globe. Observations are provided on a daily 
basis and flood thresholds are calculated based on the temporal filtered observations 
introduced to reduce signal noise. 

4.3.5. Flood thresholds 
A separate process was set up to find a general solution to threshold the gauging signal and 
identify riverine flooding without local gauging station data. Limits were set based on the 
statistics of the time series. Signals were extracted from the complete 5 years of AMSR-E 
data, extending from the launch of the system June 2002 to the present time. The download 
and processing of near-real time satellite data is automatic and the signal extraction is 
ongoing, extending the time series of the gauging signals and systematically updating their 
statistics every day.  
River flooding is defined when the M/C ratio value is higher then 80% of its cumulative 
frequency over the time series. Major flood is the 95% percentile (2 standard deviations), 
flood is the 80% percentile (1.5 standard deviations) and normal flow is below the 80% 
percentile of its histogram. Empirically during the year 2007 a threshold of 4 to 6 standard 
deviations correctly identified extreme floods, which were usually confirmed in the media 
too.  
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4.3.6. Humanitarian alert and information 
As with earthquakes and tropical cyclones, floods are only noteworthy for the humanitarian 
community if they disrupt or threaten to disrupt society significantly. Therefore, the detection 
of a new flood is not enough to launch a flood alert. The risk of disruption must be calculated, 
which is a combination of population affected, their vulnerability and the size of the flood just 
like in GDACS for earthquakes and tropical cyclones. (De Groeve & Kugler, 2006 [7]). 
Currently, the floods detected by GFDS have not been systematically analyzed in this manner. 
However, the tools to do so are available. A GIS analysis of the region around the gauging 
site can provide relevant elements to estimate the impact of the flood. Population density, 
degree of slope, percentage of land used for agriculture and the density of infrastructure 
(roads and railways) can characterise the site as well as secondary risks such as landslides. A 
risk formula then must take into account the magnitude of the flood and the characteristics of 
the site to provide a risk score. The amount of agriculture land covered by the floods, 
combined with the time of year can indicate potential economic losses and possible need for 
food aid. Location of populated places and critical infrastructure, such as airports and main 
roads, can add value to the GDACS flood damage report. 
Floods detected by GFDS are correlated with media articles. GFDS collects in automatic way 
relevant news articles from the European Media Monitor (Best, 2005). 
 

4.4. Qualitative evaluation of the GFDS 
During the development of the Global Flood Detection System, the system was tested during 
several ad-hoc crisis responses to major flood events (Kugler, 2007 [3]). At the beginning of 
2007 GFDS was contributing to the flood disaster management in Bolivia and later that year 
in September to the extended flood crisis in West Africa.  

4.4.1. GFDS operational use in Bolivia flood crisis, February - March 2007 
The first operational test of GFDS was during the devastating flood crisis in Bolivia from the 
beginning of the year 2007 (Glide number∗: FL-2007-000012-BOL). As described by 
observers on-site at the end of February “the flooding is reported to be the worst in 25 years, 
with 8 out of 9 departments of the country affected. On 28 February a government decree was 
issued declaring a (partial) national state of emergency. 43% (140 out of 327) of 
municipalities are in a state of emergency. An estimated 71,000 families (approx 355,000 
persons) are affected. Santa Cruz and Beni regions are the worst affected.  Several rivers are 
on a state of red alert.” 
To support the ongoing flood disaster management with spatial data in February 2007 GFDS 
was providing information automatically on river gauging along the flooded river sections. 
This was essential to get a situation overview since flood mapping from optical satellite 
resources like MODIS images were limited by cloud cover throughout the whole month of 
February. Only partially cloud free scenes could be acquired at the end of the month 
processed by DFO. Maps were produced with the mapped flood extent and the detected 
flooded sites around the country.  
Significant correlation was observed when comparing flood extent maps with the 
measurements of the relevant orbital gauging sites (Figure 4.4-1). Both are observing 
inundation extent changes. The basins of the River Mamore and River Grande were found to 
be the most affected areas of the country as seen on the situation overview from both sources 
 
                                                 
∗ GLobal IDEntifier number (GLIDE) is a globally common unique ID code for disaster events issued by Asian Disaster 

Reduction Center (ADRC) 
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Figure 4.4-1.: Flood situation overview in Bolivia at the beginning March 2007. GFDS gauging sites are 
visualised in form of red or blue squares depending on the flow level of the site. The size of the dot refers 
to the duration of the event measured in days. The larger the dot the longer the observed event at a given 
site. Two gauging measures are attached to the map. In the diagram red line refers to the threshold of the 
flood alert. Mapped extent of the flooded areas is visualised with light blue area along the flooded rivers. 
Extent was delivered by DFO from MODIS images. 
 
During the flood emergency the temporal resolution of AMSR-E flood observations was 
higher then the one of the flood maps derived from optical satellite systems. A great 
advantage of using passive microwave system compared with other satellite resources like 
optical MODIS or active radar systems is to receive surface radiation on a daily global basis 
without the restriction of cloud coverage. While cloud cover or revisit capability was limiting 
the use of the two latter satellite systems, GFDS has the advantage to provide a situation 
overview on a daily basis.  
To extend the spatial density of the space-borne river gauging observations over the effected 
area new observation sites were set up along the flooded River Mamore, Rio Guapore, San 
Martin, Yapacani, Itonasmas, Grande and tributaries.  
To investigate spatially continuous observations along a river channel, new orbital 
observation sites were defined every 50 km along the most affected river basin of the Rio 
Mamore. Attached to the measurement sites only one calibration site was defined over the 
whole reach (Figure 4.4-2). 
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Figure 4.4-2.: Location of orbital river gauging sites (yellow dots numbered sequentially) set during the 
flood emergency in Bolivia overlaid with the flood map derived from MODIS images (dark blue areas). 
Background: GTOPO elevation model. 
 
Setting the new satellite gauging sites, the AMSR-E observations were providing a better 
temporal resolution with a high spatial sampling along the Rio Mamore when compared with 
optical low-resolution satellite based flood maps. A situation overview of flow conditions in 
the whole river basin could be provided every day. Information was updated with the latest 
satellite data regardless of the cloud cover conditions. 
Figure 4.4-2 provides a good overview of the new river gauging signal along the channel in 
time during the flood event. Where the x axes refer to the river gauging sites (numbered 
sequentially from upstream to downstream along the river reach), the y axes represents the 
time scale during the flooding from 1 January 2007 to 22 March 2007 and the z dimension 
refers to the value of the M/C gauging signal.  
The propagation of the flood wave was visible from the three-dimensional diagram. From 
upstream to downstream with time the gauging signal turned from blue (indicating normal 
flow conditions) to red (marking flood situation). From upstream to downstream these red 
peaks were delayed in time due to the propagation of the flood wave from upstream to 
downstream. The yellow arrow in the same graph is showing the direction (in time and space) 
of the flood wave propagation. The signal of the orbital gauging stations set along the Rio 
Mamore were showing a high correlation in space with the flood maps derived from MODIS 
images (Figure 4.4-3). Besides AMSR-E observations, inundation maps derived from MODIS 
satellite images by DFO were used to compare results. From the flood maps obtained at the 
end of February and March we can see that the flood extent decreased at the southern 
upstream end whereas increased in the northern downstream area reflecting the development 
of the flood wave along the river. Nevertheless inundation mapping from optical sensors was 
limited by cloud cover over the region due to heavy rain fall.  
Concluding AMSR-E observations were able to provide a higher temporal resolution than 
optical images. This allows disasters managers to have a better situation overview of large 
floods in time and space. 
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Figure 4.4-3.: Three dimensional graph of the flood propagation along the Rio Mamore from AMSR-E 
observations. X axes: orbital gauging stations along the river; y axes: time scale; z axes: M/C values. 
Yellow arrow refers to the flood propagation in space and time. 
 

4.4.2. GFDS operational use in the flood crisis West Africa 2007 
Another operational test was run during the extended flooding in West and Central Africa in 
August, September 2007. Since August 2007, Sub-Saharan Africa was experiencing severe 
flooding. Many countries from Senegal in the West to Ethiopia in the East were affected. In 
August, the situation became critical in Sudan. In the West African region, the affected people 
were only 20% (i.e. 50000) of the affected people reported by the government. Also in 
Ethiopia, the situation was better than reported in the media.  
GDACS together with GFDS was responding to the spatial information needs of the crisis 
situation. Maps were produced from the AMSR-E observations for the region visualising the 
sites observed to be on flood and the duration of the observed event (Figure 4.4-4). Situation 
overview map correlated well with the flood situation reports. Nevertheless some sites are 
shown to be as flooding however the extended water surface area along the river is not related 
to natural disaster but to human irrigation activity. Gauging sites especially in the Sahel 
region (Senegal, Mail) are often set over rice fields where the irrigation phase of the 
cultivation might appear as an extended water surface and might be misleadingly detected as 
flood event. To filter those sites either local knowledge of the region or good land use map 
can be applied in the future.  
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Figure 4.4-4.: West Africa flood situation overview. Red dots refer to orbital gauging sites in flooding 
mode, the size of the dot marks the duration of the flood. White dots refer to site with normal flow 
conditions. Two examples of space born river gauging measures are shown on the top of the map. 
 

4.5. Quantitative evaluation of the GFDS 
To determine the level of normal flow or flood in a river section, a threshold is set for the 
cumulative histogram of the complete 6 years historical time series of AMSR-E signals. At 
the moment a river flood is detected when M/C signal is higher than the 80% frequency of the 
cumulative histogram of the time series.  
This method is not necessarily appropriate for all observed sites. Some sites have a different 
threshold value, some sites can have a threshold function over time (e.g. seasonal variation) 
and some sites can have signals that are not correlated with flood events at all. Therefore, site 
by site validation is extremely important to “graduate” a site as working in the GFDS.  
To confirm results different validation strategies can be applied for different sites. Rivers can 
be classified into gauged and ungauged regions. For gauged river sites AMSR-E observations 
are easier to validate: hydrological measurements of either stage or discharge measurements 
can be correlated to AMSR-E signals directly. Of course, care has to be taken with comparing 
water surface elevation with flood extent. 
However, most river systems are ungauged and their validation is more difficult. For 
ungauged river systems known flood events may help to confirm or disprove observed 
inundations derived from satellite data. Several databases exist on flood events around the 
world. The following data sets were downloaded and processed: CRED EM-DAT11, GLIDE 
12, ECHO project database, OCHA Financial Tracking System13, DFO14. In most databases, 

                                                 
11 http://www.em-dat.net/disasters/list.php 
12 http://www.glidenumber.net/glide/public/search/search.jsp 
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inundation events are recorded with date, duration, and country. Unfortunately, the location 
and river basin are not recorded in all databases. 
Based on the merging of the different flood databases in several steps an automatic procedure 
was set up to check the performance of the gauging signals observed from the AMSR-E 
images and the feasibility of flood detection from the observations. In a first step flood events 
derived from the physical observations were automatically matched up with the events of the 
database. Because of vague description of locations and dates results were not satisfying.  
Therefore, a selection was made of the major flood events for each year and the selected ones 
were manually matched up based on the location and the date with the detected flood events. 
As a result satellite gauging sites were classified in different categories considering their 
performance in detecting floods. Reliable signals were distinguished from noisy observations 
not appropriate for flood detection purposes. To extend the assessment of signal performance 
from the small sample of manually checked sites to all observed gauging sites statistical 
parameters were derived. Using those statistical measurements a classification was made to 
distinguish automatically reliable sites from noisy ones.  

4.5.1. List of detected flood events  
Flood alerts derived from the AMSR-E gauging observations were converted into a list of 
detected flood events (Figure 4.5-1). An event was defined as a period during which a site 
was continuously on flood alert with no gap longer than 3 days in-between. The database 
table of the detected flood events contained information as following: 

- Site information (ID, Country, River) 
- Starting/ending day of the event 
- Duration 
- Gap  
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Figure 4.5-1.:Number of observed flood events by country from AMSR-E satellite images between 2002 

and present 

                                                                                                                                                         
13 http://ocha.unog.ch/fts2/pageloader.aspx?page=emerg-emergencies&section=ND&year=2006 
14 http://www.dartmouth.edu/%7Efloods/Archives/index.html 
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4.5.2. Manual validation of major flood events 
To validate the results of the GFDS selected flood events were checked manually. The 
manual validation included the selection and check-up of major disaster events. The events to 
be analysed were selected according to their severity based on their humanitarian impact and 
damage. From the news based global disaster database of the Research on the Epidemiology 
of Disasters15 (CRED) maintained at the University of Louvain, 10 major flood events were 
selected for each year reaching from the start of AMSR-E observations in 2002 till recently. 
The selection of the major events for a given year was done manually according to the 
number of deaths; the number of affected people and last but not least the estimated cost of 
damages and affected area of the disaster. 
In the review of Guha-Sapir (2004) a summary is given on the number of affected inhabitants 
(Figure 4.5-3) and the number of flood events per country (Figure 4.5-2) from news based 
sources. The first 15 major crises related to inundations from both statistical viewpoints are 
clearly concentrated in countries such as China, India and the territories of SE Asia annually 
hit by monsoonal rainfall.  

Mean annual number of victims of flood and related disasters 
per 100,000 inhabitants: 1999 - 2003 by country and territory
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Figure 4.5-2.: Mean annual number of victims of flood and related disasters per 100,000 inhabitants in the 

period 1999-2003 registered by CRED16 
Total number of flood and related disasters: 1999 - 2003

By country and territory
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Figure 4.5-3.: Total number of flood and related disasters per in the period 1999-2003 registered by 

CRED 
 
                                                 
15 http://www.em-dat.net 
16 http://www.em-dat.net/disasters/list.php 
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Following this trend to choose the 10 major flood events every year from 2002 until the 
present time there was a manual selection that resulted in 58 flood events in 23 different 
countries on the 4 major continents. The selected events are summarised in Figure 4.5-3 and 
Figure 4.5-2 by the number of events and by country. The trend of the last 10 years CRED 
recorded disasters (Figure 4.5-3) and the 58 selected major events of the last 6 years (Figure 
4.5-4) show a significant correlation. Most flood events were selected from India, China, 
Bangladesh and Ethiopia. The same trend is visible on the GFDS observed flood events 
(Figure 4.5-1) where India, Indonesia and China were among the first 10 courtiers where most 
events were detected. USA and Russia were not considered in the validation process since 
external humanitarian aid is usually not needed to support their flood emergencies. 
Some events were included in the validation from Europe where regular in-situ gauging 
measurements were available, enabling the more precise recording of the arrival time of the 
flood wave at a given location along the river thus the more exact definition of the starting 
and ending date of the disaster. 
 

Number of major flood events by country selected for the periode 2002-2007 
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Figure 4.5-4.: Number of the 10 major floods per year by country selected for GFDS validation 
 
A validation process was set up to manually match the selected 58 major flood events from 
the CRED database with the GFDS observed flood events ( 
Figure 4.5-5). In a first step the geographical location and the time scale of the major floods 
were allocated. The location was extracted from flood maps of DFO or descriptions of 
administrative areas or river names mentioned in the disaster databases. Flood maps have the 
disadvantage that due to cloud cover in some cases mapping cannot provide a complete 
overview of the inundated area. Descriptions given in the databases are lacking to give a 
precise location of the disaster. Based on these locations the orbital gauging stations were 
extracted that should have been observing the events. The signal time series for those selected 
sites were analysed in order to match flood alerts with the known major events. Depending on 
the quality of the observation and the time series of the selected sites, different classes of 
validation outcome were set up to measure their performance. 
Three classes were defined to estimate the quality of flood detection at a given location. Best 
sites were those where the flood event appeared as a significant increase in the signal well 
delineable from the average of its time series. These sites were marked as validation class 1. 
Class 2 was categorised when the increase in the signal was enabling the observation of the 
flood event however it was difficult to delineate from its average due to noise in its time 
series. In those cases no clear events could be distinguished from the noise of the signal. Class 
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3 was set up for those sites where the signal was so noisy that it was not possible to derive 
flood events from it. Whereas the last will not improve, class 2 can still be used in the future 
for flood detection however with some restrictions and modifications. Sites where floods were 
not detected were marked as class 0 and sites that had no data in the selected timescale or sites 
were missing spatial location were marked as class 5.  
 

 
 

Figure 4.5-5.: Validation process of the GFDS sites based on the selected major flood events 
 
Based on this methodology the GFDS has been validated with the 58 major flood events 
described above. In a first result we concluded that 42% of the sites were observing reliably a 
given flood event – were classified to be class 1 – and additional 31% was observing the flood 
event but the signal should be enhanced to serve as a basis for flood detection (Figure 4.5-6). 
Thus in total 73% of the sites were observing the given major flood events of the past 6 years. 
Furthermore, 4% of the sites were detecting the events however due to noise in the signal was 
not appropriate for flood observation. In 9% of the sites or events data were missing; either no 
sites were set up in the region where the disaster has struck or no observations could be 
extracted from the AMSR-E images due to missing data. Setting up new sites in the inundated 
area can solve the first. About 14% of the sites were not detecting the flood event in the given 
time scale. A reason for this might be that the available information on the location of the 
disaster was not precise enough for defining its spatial extent and finding the right sites to 
detect the flood event.  
Therefore not taking in account the data missing we can conclude that a significant majority, 
80% of the sites were detecting well flood events however only 20% of the signals were not 
reliably or did not detect the flood event. 
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Figure 4.5-6.: Validation results per observation site detecting major flood events 

4.5.3. Automated quality check 
 
Different validation classes have different signal properties (Figure 4.5-6). As mentioned 
before ideally class 1 time series should have a significant signal increase in case a flood 
event occurs. Class 2 should have and increase in its signal but due the noise normal flow 
conditions are difficult to derive from the flood conditions. Class 3 signals are not used for 
flood detection due to their bad performance and high signal noise. 
An investigation was performed to find an automatic procedure to distinguish between the 
different signal quality classes. The initial test was based on the training sample of the 
selected and manually validated major flood events along the affected sites. Different 
statistical methods were investigated to evaluate the performance of the sites. In a first 
approach the histogram of the classes was calculated and analysed by various statistical 
parameters to describe their forms and behaviour.  
The histogram of various validation classes shows a clear difference in their time series 
(Figure 4.5-7). Generally class 1 histograms can be described as having a non symmetrical, 
non Gaussian distribution with a strong positive skewness and a clear peak that is related to 
the average signal value. As mentioned before class 1 sites should have ideally a stable signal 
around the average – the Gaussian mid-part of the histogram - and extreme values well 
driveable from the average that is represented by the long thin tail to the right from the 
histogram peak. On the contrary class 2 histograms have a more symmetric distribution 
without a great difference between the average and the outlier values. It accounts for the 
difficulty to distinguish flood events from normal flow conditions. Class 3 sites, compared to 
any of the other classes have a histogram with a much wider standard deviation and with no 
clear extreme values that makes the detection of events unfeasible. 
To describe the different shapes of the histograms and to separate them into classes main 
statistical parameters were analysed in a second step (Table 4.5-1). Besides the mean and 
spread depicted by standard deviation – that was already calculated for each site – various 
statistical descriptors were calculated for the distribution. Since the mean of the data often 
does not represents the peak value of the histogram a separate calculation was done do get the 
most frequent M/C ratio category that is related to the maximum number of records in the 
frequency table. This varies from 0.7348 to 1.76 depending on the average difference between 
the M and the C values throughout its time series. Still alone this parameter cannot distinguish 
between good and bad sites.  
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Figure 4.5-7.: Time series and histogram of different validation classes. Upper two images refer to class 1 
sites. Lower left refers to class 2 and lower right refers to class 3 site. 
 
Standard deviation is sensitive to extreme values and for this reason interquartile range was 
considered as an additional measure of spread. Interquartile range is an indicator of dispersion 
without being much influenced by outliers. This parameter showed a better separation of the 
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different gauging classes than the standard deviation. While standard deviation varied from 
0.02 to 0.57, interquartile range had a maximum of 0.95 and a minimum of 0.02. However 
taking the example of site 1537 and site 2038 neither dispersion measures did give a 
satisfactory and reliable estimate to distinguish between good and bad sites. Since the 
difference between the extreme values and the average is more of importance to derive flood 
events in a next step the symmetry or asymmetry in its distribution was investigated. 
 
Table 4.5-1.: Different statistical parameters for class 1, 2, 3 gauging sites 
 

class siteID global_std local_std
max_freq
mcratio 

Interquartile
range intq_times skewness

1 1537 0.068 0.023 1.055 0.070 6.506 1.834 
1 300 0.310 0.070 1.050 0.330 4.092 1.444 
2 2038 0.060 0.014 1.089 0.070 4.871 0.769 
3 2171 0.128 0.051 1.377 0.210 1.683 0.087 

 
A calculation was run to find the number of interquartile ranges between the peak of the 
histogram (the maximum frequency ratio) and the greatest outlier (the maximum value of the 
histogram). The calculation was found to define the tail to the right in the histogram in other 
words the difference between the extreme values and the average. The higher the value the 
further the extreme values are separated from the mean, thus can better recognise events from 
their time series. Still if we compare site 300 and site 2038 neither does this measure give a 
good definition of class 1 and class 2 sites. 
The result was particularly sensitive to extreme values thus another parameter, skewness was 
calculated to define the shape and the symmetry of the histogram. Concerning the examples 
shown in Figure 4.5-7. skewness seemed to be the most efficient way to distinguish between 
the classes. However, the results were not satisfactory when exploring the entire population of 
all sites. 
None of the aforementioned statistical parameters seems to provide a good basis for 
classification. For this reason further investigation was run using bivariate methods to classify 
the whole population of gauging sites. Scatter plots of different parameter combinations were 
visualised and analysed. To set an example interquartile range was plotted against skewness 
to get a visual picture of their relationship. The points trend to cluster along the axes (Figure 
4.5-8) without having a clear difference between class 1 and class 2 sites. Yet the training 
data shows that this bivariate analysis did not get us nearer to a satisfactory classification 
strategy.  
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Figure 4.5-8.: Scatter plot of the two variables skewness and interquartile range (lqr). The upper figure 
refers to training sample of the manually validated sites plot refers to all gauging sites. 
 
So far the above mentioned methods using static statistical measures did not provide a 
sufficient solution in defining a clear division between class 1 and class 2 sites. For this 
reason an investigation was run to include the dynamics of time in the analyses. A temporal 
moving window of 10 days was used to consider the dynamics of the time series. A 
comparison was performed based on the static/global statistical parameter calculated for the 
whole time series of the signal as one single unit and on the statistical parameter calculated 
for the 10 days local moving windows averaged over the time series. The best parameter to 
describe the difference between the two populations of different classes seemed to be the 
combination of the local and the global standard deviation. The training sample was first 
visualised in a two dimensional scatter plot to get an assessment of their relationship (Figure 
4.5-9). 
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Figure 4.5-9.: Scatter plot of the global and local standard deviation for the population of the manually 
validated gauging sites. Numbering refers to validation classes. Linear margin is represented by green 
line. 

CLASS 2 

CLASS 1 

 
The population of class 1 and class 2 sites were clustering as class 1 sites were having lower 
local values (y values) related to global (x values) ones (Figure 4.5-9). This indicates a lower 
signal noise of class 1 time series compared to class 2 signals. Even though the two 
populations do not clearly separate the trend shows that the two classes can be distinguished 
by drawing a linear margin between them. All sites below this linear border can be classified 
as class 1 sites and all sites above this boundary can be regarded as class 2 sites. This linear 
margin was empirically set between the two classes and was defined as the following (4-2.): 
 

0.2312 0.015y x= +  (4-2.) 
 

Where: 
x = is the global standard deviation 
y = is the average of the local standard deviations calculated for every 10 days  
 

After a manual check it seemed that sites near to the origin independent from the linear 
margin were found to be performing well. These are sites where neither the local nor the 
global standard deviation was high. For this reason the linear margin was extended with an 
additional rule. All sites were considered as having a reliable signal ones where (4-3: 

 0.05  0.026 If x then y else< <  
0.2312 0.015y x= +  

(4-3.) 
 

 
Using this empirical function 84% of the class 1 sites of the training sample were classified 
correctly and 39% of the class 2 sites were not correctly accepted as well performing sites 
(Table 2.1-1).  
 

Table 4.5-2.: Validation classes distinguished by the empirical function. 
Validation Class Accepted Rejected

1. good quality signal 84% 16%
2. noisy signal 39% 61%
3. not applicable signal 40% 60%
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Applying this formula to the whole population of satellite gauging sites with a probability of 
73% we can distinguish automatically good sites from not functionally appropriate ones. 
Based on the validation sites, these were flagged good/reliable sites and bad/not working sites 
(Figure 4.5-10). The latter ones were taken out from the operational alerting system but their 
observations were not removed from the daily measurements.  

 
Figure 4.5-10.: Global coverage of observed sites taken out from observation (marked orange)  after 

validation process. 
 
In summary, a fully automatic processing chain has been set up to detect flood events from 
microwave AMSR-E satellite images. The system can be extended with a minor manual 
interaction any time by taking new river sites into observation. However, to validate its 
applicability an automatic procedure was established that can distinguish with 73% certainty 
reliable new orbital gauging sites from the ones that can not to be applied for flood detection. 
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5. Conclusions  

5.1. Conclusions  
The targeted main objective of the thesis was to investigate the use the latest remote sensing 
and GIS technology for steady state flow calculation and flood detection. Different sources of 
airborne- and space borne remote sensing tools were investigated in order to feed water 
surface calculations in urban area. Photogrammetric methods were studies more in detail and 
the possibility to automate labour intense procedure steps in the photogrammetric work flow 
was analysed. Good results were achieved in the orientation and DEM extraction procedure. 
Parameters to control image matching for elevation generation were investigated more in 
detail.  
An internal orientation RMS of 8.01 μm and an external orientation RMS of 5.2 μm could be 
achieved with automated procedures in the urban study area of Budapest from aerial 
photographs in scale of 1:30 000. Elevation extraction could be performed on an automated 
basis with image matching. The parameters of the procedure were altered in several 
calculations to investigate the impact on data accuracy and sampling density. Optimal DSM 
was generated in urban environment with a correlation coefficient requirement of at least 0.8 
and a correlation window size of 7x7 or 9x9 pixels. The most important parameter was found 
to be the x-parallax related to relief displacement. In built-up areas a parallax of at least 20 
pixels were needed in order to extract the sudden elevation change on urban canyons from the 
stereoscopic images. Another hindering effect was vegetation cover along the roads. Still the 
extracted elevation mass points resulted in a 0.08 point per m2 point average sampling density 
(one point per 12.5 m2). The resolution of the original image was about 0.8 m in ground 
coordinates. The interpolation of the mass points was resulting in a grid of 3 m and a vertical 
resolution of about 0.3-0.5 m. 
Accuracy was quantified by comparing extracted elevation to ground control point heights 
surveyed in field by static GPS. Analysis revealed that elevation extracted with LPS had a 
lower inaccuracy average of 0.87m than ImageStation that had a 2.53m elevation uncertainty 
in average.  
Other elevation data sources were compared to the extracted DSM by stereo photogrammetry 
in both study areas of Cambridge and Budapest. Interferometric SRTM radar data were 
acquired for Budapest further to terrain data derived from topographic maps. The dissimilarity 
was assessed by difference calculations and profiles. Yet since difference could not be 
quantified precisely approximation was performed by analysing their histogram. In the study 
area of Cambridge besides aerial images laser althymetry data was obtained and comparison 
was made by the same methodology. Major difference was on the 2.5 point per m2 sampling 
density of LIDAR data and the inhomogeneous distribution of 0.8 to 0.2 point per m2 density 
of automatically matched mass points from stereo aerial images.  
Elevation data was merged to one single terrain model reflecting sudden changes in urban 
built-up areas. Vegetation was eliminated from the model moreover was combined with 
balthymetry data to support flow calculation. To analyse impact of spatial data accuracy and 
sensitivity on one-dimensional steady state calculations the hydraulic model of HEC-RAS 
was selected. Model was calibrated by the water surface elevations measured during the great 
flood in spring 2006 along the Danube. In-situ survey was performed by simple techniques 
however resulted in a 5 cm vertical accuracy which is a good outcome with the used 
equipments. Hydraulic parameter calibration of Manning’s n roughness was carried out using 
survey results with quantitative optimization. Validation of the calibration results gave an 
average error of 3 cm between the simulated and measured water surface elevation. For the 
River Cam no calibration data was available thus here the influence of hydraulic parameter 
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uncertainty was elaborated along the channel in terms of water surface elevation differences 
and inundated area changes. Here a major differences of 1.07 m were found between the 
simulations run with the highest computed friction of 0.06 for channel n - 0.1 floodplain n and 
the lowest roughness of 0.02 for both channel and floodplain area. Resulting differences were 
elaborated also in terms of inundated area. Flood extent was 1.5 times greater when 
comparing the inundated area between the two extreme roughness values. Using the same 
method to elaborate roughness uncertainty impact in the Budapest model revealed a water 
surface elevation difference of more than 6 m between the same lowest and highest roughness 
combination.  
On the other hand the sensitivity of terrain information accuracy was also assessed. A normal 
distributed noise was added to the data with different standard deviation and with the mean of 
0m. The influence of data uncertainty was found to be much lower than the sensitivity to 
roughness values. The highest water surface profile difference of 0.043m was found when 
corrupting elevation information with a 5m standard deviation error for Budapest and 0.18m 
for the River Cam. This result might be different when using two- or three dimensional 
hydraulic model that could give space for future investigations.  
 
To detect on-going flood events daily around the world a Global Flood Detection System was 
developed based on passive microwave observations of AMSR-E satellite of 36GHz 
frequency. This fills the gap in lack of global, hydrological gauging data collection. 
Especially remote ungauged regions could benefit from the system providing information 
about current flow status. In many flood emergencies an overview of the flood situation is 
missing as experienced during the West Africa and Bolivia flood crises in 2007. Further to 
flood detection flood wave propagation was observed from upstream to downstream with the 
same system. This enabled the observations to serve as an alternative to flood mapping from 
optical or radar satellite systems. The high revisit capability of the applied AMSR-E satellite 
system and the independency of cloud cover enabled the technology to acquire information 
meeting the requirements of operational crisis response. However, the low pixel size of 
8x10km is a limiting factor in monitoring small narrow river reaches. Further work is planned 
to extend the methodology not only to individual observations but to monitoring on a spatial 
bases using the entire satellite image as one single unit. 
The model was also used to reconstruct historical flood events that were not recorded in a 
systematic way from the launch of the satellite system in 2002. Further, the system observes 
seasonal flooding and reoccurring events that can be summarised in a form of a global flood 
disaster atlas. 
The verification of the model results and the validation of the detected flood events were 
demonstrated. An automatic procedure was set up serving the basis of validation to reject the 
time series of not reliable observation sites. Based on that the system can be extended at any 
time with new observation gauging sites and their applicability can be checked automatically. 
The validated flood detection system will be integrated in natural disaster alerts (GDACS) 
and their impact analyse around the globe on an automatic 24/7 basis. 
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5.2. New scientific results 
 

1. Investigated digital elevation extraction methods from remote sensing sources 
and implemented derive terrain data to support steady state flow calculation in 
urban environment. 

 
Compared different sources for digital elevation data and analysed the limitations and 
possibilities of remote sensing and survey for terrain information acquisition. Applied 
automated photogrammetric processing chain for terrain extraction. Performed data fusion 
of different elevation sources to implement resulting urban terrain for steady water surface 
simulation. 
 
Publications: [4], [12], [15], [16], [19], [22] 
 
2. Analysed and applied remotely sensed and spatial data to serve as geometric 

input for one-dimensional flow calculations. Furthermore to support operational 
flood mapping and disaster impact analysis. 

 
Investigated the possibility of using spatial data to support the basic data requirement of 
one-dimensional steady flow calculations in urban areas. Furthermore analyse the possible 
use of GIS and low resolution satellite imagery for operational near-real time inundation 
extent mapping. Developed and performed a field survey obtaining in-situ water surface 
elevation measurement to calibrate one-dimensional hydraulic model in urban 
environment. Applied these methods to the mapping procedures during the great flood 
event of the summer 2006 along the Danube in Hungary.  
 

Publications: [1], [6], [8], [10], [11], [13], [14], [17], [18], [20] 
 
3. Developed a method to asses the impact of both hydraulic and geometric 

parameter uncertainty on one-dimensional steady flow calculation and analyse 
result in a spatial context.  

 
Investigated the impact of terrain information accuracy and resolution on one-dimensional 
steady flow calculation in a spatial context. Analysis was based on the corruption of urban 
terrain data in the two selected study areas. In both cases elevation information 
uncertainty was generated and analyzed in a GIS environment. In a further step results 
were compared to the impact of hydraulic parameter uncertainty of the model in the same 
area.  

 
Publications: [5] 

 
4. Developed a method and an operational tool to detect flood events on a daily 

bases, on a global scale from satellite images.  
 
Developed a flood detection system using microwave remote sensing data. By the use of 
long wavelength reduced the limiting factor of cloud cover to enable daily observations. 
Further developed and implemented the method independently from climate zones, land 
cover and meteorological conditions enabling the application of the same techniques 
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globally. Furthermore developed operational system and disseminated results for public 
access thought the Internet. 

 
Publications: [2], [7], [9], [21] 
 
5. Developed a quantitative and qualitative evaluation process of the global flood 

detection system to validate its results.  
 
Confirmed the validity of detected historical flood events based on flood maps and media 
reports. Designed an empirical formula to validate detected events with statistical methods 
applied to the remotely sensed time series of the flood observations. By applying the 
formula developed a method to automatically accept reliable observation site and reject 
non-reliable ones.  
 

Publications: [3], [23] 
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5.2.1. Publications 
 

Paper/chapter in edited book  
[1] KUGLER, ZS., BARSI A.: Supporting Flood Disaster Response by Freeware Spatial 
Data in Hungary in eds. Van Oosterom, P., Zlatonova, S., Fendel, E. Geoinformation for 
Disaster Management, Springer Verlag, Berlin Heidelberg, 2005, 1371-1379 p. 

 
[2] DE GROEVE, T., ANNUNZIATO, A., KUGLER, ZS., VERNACCINI, L.: Near real-
time global disaster impact analysis, in ed. Van de Walle, B.: AMIS Volume on 
Information Systems for Emergency Management, book chapter, in press 
 
International journal paper 
[3] ZS. KUGLER AND T. DE GROEVE, G. R. BRAKENRIDGE, E. ANDERSON: 
Towards Near-real Time Global Flood Detection System, International Archives of 
Photogrammetry, Remote Sensing and Spatial Information Sciences VOLUME XXXVI, 
PART 7/C50, pp. 8., ISPRS, 2007 (ISSN 1682-1777 ) 
 
International conference paper  
[4] KUGLER, ZS. & BARSI A.: Flood risk management with photogrammetry and space-
borne remote sensing in Hungary, 24th EARSeL Symposium Proceedings, Millpress 
Rotterdam Netherlands, 2005, 593-599. p.  
 
[5] ZS. KUGLER, T. DE GROEVE, B. DEVEREUX, A. BARSI : Terrain Modeling To 
Support Flood Disaster Mitigation In Urban Areas Using Photogrammetry And Lidar, 
prepared for RSPSoc 2006  Annual Conference, Cambridge, CD, pp. 16 
 
[6] KUGLER, ZS.: The Use of GIS and Remote Sensing in Flood Disaster Management 
in Mozambique, II. PhD CivilExpo Symposium Proceedings, Budapest, January 29-30, 
2004, BUTE Dept. of Highway and Railway Engineering, 84-88 p. 
 
[7] T. DE GROEVE, ZS. KUGLER, G. R. BRAKENRIDGE: Near Real Time Flood 
Alerting for the Global Disaster Alert and Coordination System, "Information Systems for 
Humanitarian Operations" (ISCRAM) 2007, Delft, pp. 7 
 
Reports  
[8] PEINADO, P., KUNST, D., KUGLER, ZS., ELMER, F.: Studie zu einem 
Informationssystem zur zeitnahen Analyse von Überschwemmungssituationen in 
Mozambique unter Verwendung von Satellitendaten, Im Auftrag des Auswärtigen Amtes 
der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, Cluster für Angewandte Fernerkundung des Deutschen 
Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt (DRL), Oberpfaffenhofen, 2002. April, pp. 15 
 
[9] ZS. KUGLER, T. DE GROEVE, T. BENOIST: Towards a near-real time global flood 
detection system, Institute for the Protection and Security of the Citizen, 2006, EUR 
Report, EUR 22614 EN pp. 21 
 
Papers in hungarian  
[10] KUGLER, ZS.: A 2001. évi mozambiki árvízkatasztrófa felmérése és koordinálása a 
távérzékelés és térinformatika segítségével, Geomatikai közlemények VII., Sopron, 2004, 
139-148 p. 
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Új tudományos eredmények 
 

1. A távérzékelésen alapuló digitális terepmodellezés különböző módszereit sikeresen 
adaptáltam permanens vízmozgásra vonatkozó vízfelszín-számítás támogatására 
városi környezetben.  
 

Fotogrammetriai úton, automatikusan nyerhető magasságmodellt felhasználva eljárást 
dolgoztam ki városi épített környezet felületmodellezésére. Megvizsgáltam és 
összehasonlítottam különböző, távérzékeléssel és terepi úton történő magassági felmérések 
lehetőségeit és korlátait. A különböző eljárással nyert felületmodellek egyesítésével 
létrehozott városi terepmodellt kiküszöböltem a növényzetborításból származó 
kitakarásokat. A városi magasság modellt sikeresen alkalmaztam permanens vízfelszín-
számítás támogatására.  
 
Kapcsolódó publikációk: [4], [12], [15], [16], [19], [22] 
 
2. Elemeztem és alkalmaztam a térinformatikai- és távérzékelt adatokat egy-
dimenziós permanens vízfelszín-számítás bemenő adatszolgáltatására, illetve 
operatív árvíz - és egyéb természeti katasztrófa térképezési és felmérési feladatainak 
ellátására. 
 
Megvizsgáltam az egy-dimenziós permanens vízfelszín-modellek alapvető, bemenő 
adatigényét és azok térinformatikai rendszerben történő modellezésének lehetőségét és 
alkalmazhatóságát városi épített környezetben. Továbbá megvizsgáltam a térinformatikai 
adatok, illetve kis felbontású űrfelvételek alkalmazhatóságát közel-valós idejű, operatív 
árvíz-térképezési feladatok ellátására. Felállítottam egy térképezési folyamatot árvízi 
információ gyűjtésére és azok térbeli adatként való feldolgozásra. Terepi felmérési eljárást 
dolgoztam ki és hajtottam végre egydimenziós alkalmazott vízfelszín modell 
kalibrációjának céljából városi, épített környezetben. A módszereket alkalmaztam a 2006. 
évi hazai, tavaszi árvíz során felmerülő térképezési feladatokra. 
 

Kapcsolódó publikációk: [1], [6], [8], [10], [11], [13], [14], [17], [18], [20] 
 
3. Módszert dolgoztam ki egy-dimenziós permanens vízfelszín-számítás bemenő 
geometriai- (városi terepmodell) és hidraulikai (érdességi) paraméter 
érzékenységének és bizonytalanságának térben történő vizsgálatára. 
 
Magassági információ pontosságának rontásával, két különböző, városi épített 
környezetben vizsgáltam a terepmodell változásának egy-dimenziós vízfelszín-számításra 
gyakorolt hatását. Mindkét esetben a terepmodell, mint bemenő adat hatását 
térinformatikai eszközök segítségével elemeztem. Továbbá az eredményeket térbeli 
módszerekkel összehasonlítottam a hidraulikai paraméter bizonytalanságának hatásával. 

 
Kapcsolódó publikációk: [5] 
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4. Módszert és operatív technológiát dolgoztam ki nagy kiterjedésű árvizek 
űrfelvételeken alapuló globális léptékű, napi gyakoriságú megfigyelésére. 
 
Mikrohullámú távérzékelési módszerekkel létrehoztam egy árvizek megfigyelésére 
alkalmas rendszert. A mikrohullámú spektrumban készült felvételek segítségével 
kiküszöböltem a felhőzetborítottság korlátozó tényezőjét és napi megfigyelésre alkalmas 
technológiát adaptáltam és továbbfejlesztettem. A módszert éghajlattól, 
felszínborítottságtól és meteorológiai viszonyoktól függetlenül, globális léptékben, 
sikeresen alkalmaztam. Operatív rendszert dolgoztam ki a megfigyelések napi szintű 
nyilvános hozzáférésére az Internet segítségével. 

 
Kapcsolódó publikációk: [2], [7], [9], [21] 
 
5. A távérzékeléses alapú árvízmegfigyelő rendszer validálásához kvalitatív és 
kvantitatív módszereket dolgoztam ki. 
  
Árvíztérképek és médiahírek segítségével alátámasztottam az űrfelvételeken megfigyelt 
árvizek helyességét. A távérzékeléses módszerekből származó megfigyelések idősorának 
validációjára statisztikai módszerekkel empirikus formulát dolgoztam ki. A kidolgozott 
képlet segítségével automatikus eljárással megkülönböztettem és kiválasztottam a 
megbízható megfigyelési pontokat a bizonytalanoktól.  
 

Kapcsolódó publikációk: [3], [23] 
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